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AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
APIARY
BEE HOUSE
WINTER BEE HOUSE
ASH HOUSE
BACK HOUSE
BARK HOUSE
BARK PEELERS HUT
DOVECOTE
DUCK HOUSE
FARM BUILDING
ANIMAL SHED
Calf House
Cattle Shelter
Cow House
Donkey House
Fattening House
Hungry House
Oxhouse
Piggery
Pigsty
Sheep House
Shelter Shed
Stable
Coaching Inn Stable
Hackney Stable
Livery Stable
Multi Storey Stable
Railway Stable
Tramway Stable
Stallion House
Barn
Aisled Barn
Single Aisled Barn
Bank Barn
Combination Barn
Coppice Barn
Field Barn
Grange Barn
Hay Barn
Hop Barn
Mixing House Barn
Threshing Barn
Staddle Barn
Timber Framed Barn
Cruck Barn
Tithe Barn
Boiling House
Chaff House
Cheese Loft
Chitting House
Combination Farm Building
Combination Barn
Crow
AGRICULTURE AND SUBSISTENCE

CLASS LIST

FARMHOUSE
FOOD AND DRINK PROCESSING SITE
   BREWHOUSE
   BUTTERY
   CIDER MILL
   CIDER PRESS
   CIDER VAULT
   DAIRY
   FISH CELLAR
   FISH HOUSE
   FISH PROCESSING SITE
   FRUIT STORE
   GRANARY
   HOP KILN
   HOP STORE
   MALT HOUSE
   MALT KILN
   MEAT CELLAR
   MILKING PARLOUR
   MILKING SHED
   OASTHOUSE
   SALTING HOUSE
   VEGETABLE STORE
   VERJUICE PRESS
FOOD DRYING ROOM
GLASSHOUSE
   CAMELLIA HOUSE
   CONSERVATORY
   FERNERY (GLASSHOUSE)
   FIG HOUSE
   HOTHOUSE
   ORANGERY
   ORCHARD HOUSE
   PALM HOUSE

DEER SHED
ROOT ROOM
GRAIN DRIER
GRAIN SILO
GRASS DRYING SHED
HAYLOFT
LAITHE
LAITHE HOUSE
LINHAY
LONGHOUSE
LOOSE BOX
MANURE SHED
ONION DRYING SHED
OUTFARM
SHEEP SHEARING SHED
THRESHING MILL
WOOL LOFT

FRUIT STORE
HOP KILN
HOP STORE
MALT HOUSE
MALT KILN
MEAT CELLAR
MILKING PARLOUR
MILKING SHED
OASTHOUSE
SALTING HOUSE
VEGETABLE STORE
VERJUICE PRESS

CAMELLIA HOUSE
CONSERVATORY
FERNERY (GLASSHOUSE)
FIG HOUSE
HOTHOUSE
ORANGERY
ORCHARD HOUSE
PALM HOUSE
AGRICULTURE AND SUBSISTENCE

PINERY
TEMPERATE HOUSE
VINERY
WATER LILY HOUSE
HEMMEL
HEN BATTERY
HULL
POLYTUNNEL
POULTIGGERY
POULTRY HOUSE
SHEPHERDS HUT
VEGETABLE CHUTE
WARRENNERS LODGE
ANIMAL STALL
CATTLE STALL
ANIMAL WASH
SHEEP DIP
SHEEP WASH
WASHFOLD
BANJO ENCLOSURE
BEE BOLE
BEEHIVE
BEE SKEP
BIELD
BUTTER WELL
CHURN STAND
CLEARANCE CAIRN
CAIRNFIELD
LINEAR CLEARANCE CAIRN
CREW YARD
CULTIVATION MARKS
CORD RIG
LYNCHET
STRIP LYNCHET
PLough MARKS
ARD MARKS
RIDGE AND FURROW
BROAD RIDGE AND FURROW
NARROW RIDGE AND FURROW
STEAM PLOUGHED RIG
DUNG PIT
FARMYARD
FARMYARD CAUSEWAY
FISHING SITE
BAIT SHED
BARK POT
EEL TRAP
FISH FARM
FISHERY
FISH GARTH
FISH LADDER
FISH LOCK
AGRICULTURE AND SUBSISTENCE

CLASS LIST

FISH TRAP
FISH WEIR
COASTAL FISH WEIR
FISHERY MOUND
FISHING SHIEL
FISHPOND
NET HOUSE
NET LOFT
NET MAKING SITE
OYSITER BEDS
FRUIT GROWING WALL
SERPENTINE WALL
GARDEN SCREEN
HARE WARREN
HEATED WALL
HILLTOP ENCLOSURE
PALISADED HILLTOP ENCLOSURE
HOGGERY
HORSE STOCK
HUNTING SITE
DECOY POND
DEER COTE
DEER HOUSE
DEER LEAP
DEER PARK
DEER COURSE
DEER POUND
DEER TRAP
DEER SHELTER
DEER TRAP
FALCONRY
FOX COVERT
GAME COVERT
HUNT STANDING
HUNTING CLUB
HUNTING FOREST
HUNTING LODGE
KENNELS
PARK PALE
PHEASANTRY
SHOOTING STAND
KELP PIT
KILL SITE
LAND USE SITE
ALLOTMENT
BULB STRIP
BURGAGE PLOT
CLAYING TRENCH
CLEARANCE
COMMON LAND
CROFT
CULTIVATION TERRACE
FARM
  FARMSTEAD
  MANORIAL FARM
  FERME ORNEE
  MANOR FARM
  MINK FARM
  MODEL FARM
  SEWAGE FARM
  SILKWORM FARM
  STUD FARM
FIELD
  PADDOCK
  PASTURE
  PLOUGH HEADLAND
  STRIP FIELD
FIELD SYSTEM
  AGGREGATE FIELD SYSTEM
  CELTIC FIELD SYSTEM
  CENTURIATED AREA
  COAXIAL FIELD SYSTEM
  DARLAND FIELD SYSTEM
  ENCLOSED FIELD SYSTEM
  OPEN FIELD
  WATER MEADOW
FOREST
  HUNTING FOREST
GRANGE
  AUGUSTINIAN GRANGE
  BENEDICTINE GRANGE
  BRIDGETTINE GRANGE
  CARTHUSIAN GRANGE
  CISTERCIAN GRANGE
  CLUNIAC GRANGE
  GILBERTINE GRANGE
  PREMONSTRATENSIAN GRANGE
  TEMPLARS GRANGE
  TIRONIAN GRANGE
HOP GARDEN
INTERRUPTED DITCH SYSTEM
LAZY BEDS
MANAGED WOODLAND
  ASSART
  COPPICE
  ORCHARD
  WOOD
MANOR
MARKET GARDEN
MARSH
MEADOW
MESSUAGE
NURSERY GARDEN
OSIER BED
PLANTATION
AGRICULTURE AND SUBSISTENCE

CLASS LIST

PLANTATION BANK
SHIELING
SMALLHOLDING
VILLA
VINEYARD
WATERCRESS BED
WOOD BANK
MIDDEN
SHELL MIDDEN
OX BOW STONE
PEN
BOAR PEN
BULL PEN
CATTLE PEN
GOOSE PEN
GOOSEHOLE
LAMBS PEN
RAMS PEN
PILLOW MOUND
PIT TRAP
POUND
DEER POUND
DEER TRAP
RABBIT TRAP
RABBIT TYPE
RABBIT WARREN
REQUISITIONED LAND
RING ENCLOSURE
SHEEP FOLD
SILAGE CLAMP
STACK STAND
STACK YARD
STADDLE STONE
STOCK ENCLOSURE
STONE STORE
STORAGE CLAMP
STORAGE POUND
GRAIN STORAGE PIT
SWANNERY
SWANNERY POND
TACK ROOM
THRESHING FLOOR
TROUGH
CATTLE TROUGH
DOG TROUGH
HORSE TROUGH
TURF STACK
VACCARY
VERMIN TRAP
VIVARIUM
WATERHOLE
AMBULANCE STATION
BASILICA
BENCH MARK
BURGH
BURH
CIVIC CENTRE
COASTGUARD STATION
COINAGE HALL
COMMUNITY CENTRE
CONSTABLES OFFICE
CONSULATE
COUNTY BOUNDARY
CUSTOM HOUSE
CUSTOMS LOOKOUT
DISPLACED PERSONS CAMP
EMBASSY
EMERGENCY FOOD CENTRE
EMERGENCY STORE
EVACUEE CENTRE
FIRE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS
FIRE SERVICES HEADQUARTERS
FIRE STATION
  AUXILIARY FIRE STATION
  DRILL TOWER
FOREST LODGE
FORUM
FUNDAMENTAL BENCH MARK
GOVERNMENT OFFICE
  LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFICE
  COUNTY HALL
HOSE TOWER
INFORMATION CENTRE
JOBCENTRE
LABOUR EXCHANGE
LEGAL SITE
  IMMIGRATION CENTRE
  INNS OF CHANCERY
  INNS OF COURT
  LAW COURT
  ASSIZE COURT
  COMBINED COURT CENTRE
  CONSISTORY COURT
  CORONERS COURT
  COUNTY COURT
  COURT HOUSE
  COURT OF REQUESTS
  COURT ROOM
  CROWN COURT
  DEBTORS COURT
  FAMILY PROCEEDINGS COURT
  FOREST COURT
  JUVENILE COURT
  MAGISTRATES COURT
  SESSIONS HOUSE
  PETTY SESSIONS COURT
STANNARY COURT
SUPREME COURT
YOUTH COURT
LEGAL CHAMBERS
LEGAL OFFICE
POLICE STATION
PRISON
BORSTAL
CELL BLOCK
CLOSED TRAINING PRISON
DEBTORS PRISON
DISPERSAL PRISON
DUNGEON
OUBLIETTE
GAOL
HIGH SECURITY PRISON
HOUSE OF CORRECTION
HOUSE OF DETENTION
JUVENILE PRISON
LOCAL PRISON
LOCK UP
 MILITARY PRISON
OPEN TRAINING PRISON
PENITENTIARY
PRISON HULK
PUNISHMENT PLACE
 DUCKING POND
DUCKING STOOL
EXECUTION SITE
 Gallows
GALLOWS MOUND
GIBBET
SCAFFOLD
PILLORY
PRISON TREADMILL
STOCKS
WHIPPING POST
LIFEBOAT STATION
ROCKET HOUSE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT DEPOT
MANSIO
MANSION HOUSE
MAYORS RESIDENCE
MINT
MOOT
MUNIMENT HOUSE
NASHCRETE HUT
NISSEN HUT
OPPIDUM
ENCLOSED OPPIDUM
ORLIT HUT
PARISH BOUNDARY
COMMEMORATIVE
BATTLEFIELD
   NAVAL BATTLEFIELD
COMMEMORATIVE MONUMENT
   ANIMAL MEMORIAL
   CENOTAPH
   CHATTRI
   COAT OF ARMS
   COMMEMORATIVE BRASS
   COMMEMORATIVE GARDEN
   COMMEMORATIVE STONE
      CENTURIAL STONE
      DATE STONE
      DEDICATION STONE
   EFFIGY
   ELEANOR CROSS
   NAMED TREE
   PLAGUE MEMORIAL
   PLAQUE
   ROSTRAL COLUMN
   TRIUMPHAL ARCH
   TROPHY
   WALL MONUMENT
   WAR MEMORIAL
      WAR MEMORIAL (FREESTANDING)
      WAR MEMORIAL (TRIBUTE)

HISTORICAL SITE

CLASS LIST
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY DEPOT
AGRICULTURAL MERCHANTS
AUCTION HOUSE
BAKERY
BANK (FINANCIAL)
    SAVINGS BANK
BEER CELLAR
BETTING OFFICE
BROTHEL
BUILDERS MERCHANTS
BUSINESS CENTRE
BUSINESS PARK
    SCIENCE PARK
BUTTER WALK
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
CLEARING HOUSE
COAL MERCHANTS
COBBLESTERS STALL
COINAGE HALL
COMMERCIAL ART GALLERY
COMMERCIAL OFFICE
    ASSAY OFFICE
    BOOKING OFFICE
    DRAWING OFFICE
    ESTATE OFFICE
    LEGAL OFFICE
    NEWSPAPER OFFICE
    PAY OFFICE
    TIMEKEEPERS OFFICE
COMPUTER CENTRE
CONFERENCE CENTRE
COUNTING HOUSE
DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
EATING AND DRINKING ESTABLISHMENT
    BANQUETING HOUSE
    BAR (LICENSED)
    BUFFET
    RAILWAY BUFFET
    CAFE
    INTERNET CAFE
    CHOCOLATE HOUSE
    COFFEE BAR
    COFFEE HOUSE
    EATING HOUSE
    FISH AND CHIP SHOP
    ICE CREAM PARLOUR
LICENSED PREMISES
    BAR (LICENSED)
    BEER HOUSE
    GIN PALACE
    PUBLIC HOUSE
    BEER GARDEN
    WINE LODGE
    WINE BAR
PIE AND MASH SHOP
PUBLIC HOUSE
  BEER GARDEN
  WINE LODGE
REFRESHMENT PAVILION
REFRESHMENT ROOMS
RESTAURANT
  BRITISH RESTAURANT
TAKE-AWAY
TEA GARDEN
TEA HOUSE
TEA ROOM
TEMPERANCE PUBLIC HOUSE
EEL STALL
EXCHANGE
  COAL EXCHANGE
  CORN EXCHANGE
  COTTON EXCHANGE
  HOP EXCHANGE
  MINING EXCHANGE
  STOCK EXCHANGE
  WOOL EXCHANGE
EXHIBITION HALL
  AGRICULTURAL HALL
  HORTICULTURAL HALL
  TRADE HALL
FAIR BOOTH
FISH STONE
FORUM
FUNCTION ROOM
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
GARDEN CENTRE
GUEST HOUSE
GUILDHALL
HOTEL
  GRAND HOTEL
  MOTEL
  RAILWAY HOTEL
  SPA HOTEL
  TEMPERANCE HOTEL
INN
  COACHING INN
  COURTYARD INN
  DROVERS INN
  INN THEATRE
KIOSK
LAUNDRETTE
LAUNDRY
LEGAL CHAMBERS
LIVERY HALL
MANSIO
MARKET
  ANTIQUE MARKET
BUTTER MARKET
CHEESE MARKET
CLOTH MARKET
FISH MARKET
FLEA MARKET
FLOWER MARKET
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE MARKET
HAY AND STRAW MARKET
LEATHER MARKET
LIVESTOCK MARKET
MARKET HALL
  CLOTH HALL
MARKET HOUSE
MARKET PLACE
MARKET STALL
MEAT MARKET
  MACELLUM
STREET MARKET
TIMBER MARKET
WHOLESALE MARKET
WOOL STAPLE
MILK DEPOT
OPTICIANS
PAWNSHOP
  PLEDGE DEPOT
PETROL STATION
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO
POST OFFICE
PUBLISHING HOUSE
RETAIL PARK
RETREAT
SERVICE STATION
SHAMBLES
SHIP CHANDLERY
SHOP
  BARBERS SHOP
  BEAUTY SALON
  BEER SHOP
  BUTCHERS SHOP
  CHANDLERY
  CHEMISTS SHOP
  CLOCK SHOP
  COMMISSARY
  CONFECTIONERS SHOP
  COOPERATIVE STORE
  DEPARTMENT STORE
  FISHMONGERS SHOP
  FURNITURE SHOP
  GENERAL STORE
  GREENGROCERS SHOP
  GRINDERY DEALERS SHOP
  GROCERS SHOP
  HAIRDRESSERS SALON
HARDWARE SHOP
JEWELLERY SHOP
OUTFITTER
PERFUMERY
SUPERMARKET
WHOLESALE SHOP
WIGMAKERS SHOP
SHOPPING ARCADE
SHOPPING CENTRE
SHOPPING PARADE
SHOPPING PRECINCT
SHOWROOM
  FURNITURE SHOWROOM
  HARDWARE SHOWROOM
  MOTOR VEHICLE SHOWROOM
  UPHOLSTERY SHOWROOM
SMUGGLERS CACHE
STEELYARD
TOLLBOOTH
TRAVEL AGENTS
WAREHOUSE
  BONDED WAREHOUSE
  RUM WAREHOUSE
  TOBACCO WAREHOUSE
FISH WAREHOUSE
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE WAREHOUSE
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
GRAIN WAREHOUSE
HARDWARE WAREHOUSE
IRON WAREHOUSE
LEATHER WAREHOUSE
RUM WAREHOUSE
SHOE MACHINERY DEPOT
SHOE WAREHOUSE
STATIONERY WAREHOUSE
SUGAR WAREHOUSE
TEA WAREHOUSE
TEXTILE WAREHOUSE
  CLOTH WAREHOUSE
  LACE WAREHOUSE
TOBACCO WAREHOUSE
TRANSPORT WAREHOUSE
  CANAL WAREHOUSE
  RAILWAY WAREHOUSE
  SHIPPING WAREHOUSE
UPHOLSTERY WAREHOUSE
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE
WOOL WAREHOUSE
WINE CELLAR
COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING
  ADMIRALTY SIGNAL ESTABLISHMENT
  GROUP FILTER ROOM
  INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS BLOCK

FILM STUDIO
  FILM SET

LAMSON PNEUMATIC TUBE SYSTEM
MAGNETOMETER
POSTAL SYSTEM STRUCTURE
  MAIL BAG NET
  POST BOX
    LAMP BOX
    PILLAR BOX
    WALL BOX
  POST OFFICE
  SORTING OFFICE
RADIO POSITIONING STATION
RAILWAY LOOKOUT TOWER
RECORDING STUDIO
SATELLITE EARTH STATION
SIGNALLING STRUCTURE
  AIRFIELD CODE LETTERS
  BEACON
    RADAR BEACON
  BELISHA BEACON
  FOG BELL
  FOG HORN
  HOOTER
  LIGHTHOUSE
    HIGH LIGHT
    LOW LIGHT
    ROADSIDE LIGHTHOUSE
RAILWAY SIGNAL
SEMAPHORE STATION
SHUTTER TELEGRAPH STATION
SIGNAL BOX
SIGNAL POST
SIGNAL SQUARE
SIGNAL STATION
SIGNAL TOWER
  TIMEBALL TOWER
SIGNALLING BATTERY
TRAFFIC LIGHTS
WARNING SIREN

TELECOMMUNICATION BUILDING
BROADCASTING RADIO STATION
RADIO STATION
  COUNTERMEASURES STATION
  RADIO TELEGRAPHY STATION
    Y STATION
    Z STATION
SUBMARINE CABLE STATION
TELEGRAPH OFFICE
  CABLE REPEATER OFFICE
TELEGRAPH STATION
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
   SUBMARINE TELEPHONE CABLE STATION
TELEPHONE REPEATER STATION
   SUBMARINE CABLE REPEATER STATION
TELECOMMUNICATION STRUCTURE
   POLICE BOX
   POLICE TELEPHONE PILLAR
   RADIO BROADCASTING STUDIO
   RADIO STUDIO
   RADIO TELESCOPE
   SATELLITE DISH
   TELEGRAPH POLE
   TELEPHONE BOX
      MOTORING TELEPHONE BOX
   TELEVISION STUDIO
      TELEVISION SET
   TRANSMITTER SITE
      BROADCASTING TRANSMITTER
      RADAR MAST
      RADIO TELEGRAPHY MAST
WATCH TOWER
AIR DEFENCE SITE
ACTIVE AIR DEFENCE SITE
BOMBER COMMAND STATION
BOMBING DECOY SITE
DECOY AIRFIELD
K SITE
Q SITE
Q SITE SHELTER (3395/40)
Q SITE SHELTER (367/41)
DECOY DOCKS
DECOY DOMESTIC SITE
DECOY RAILWAY SITE
DECOY SITE SHELTER
Q SITE SHELTER (3395/40)
Q SITE SHELTER (367/41)
QF SITE
QL SITE
STARFISH SITE
FIGHTER COMMAND STATION
PARACHUTE AND CABLE LAUNCHER
PASSIVE AIR DEFENCE SITE
LISTENING POST
AIRFIELD DEFENCE SITE
ANTI LANDING OBSTACLE
ANTI LANDING CABLE
ANTI LANDING POLE
ANTI LANDING TRENCH
BISON MOBILE PILLBOX
PICKETT HAMILTON FORT
PILLBOX (AIR MINISTRY PATTERN)
SEAGULL TRENCH
ANTI AIRCRAFT DEFENCE SITE
AIRCRAFT OBSTRUCTION
ANTI SEAPLANE OBSTACLE
ANTI AIRCRAFT BATTERY
ANTI AIRCRAFT BATTERY COMMAND POST
ANTI AIRCRAFT GUNEMPLACEMENT
DIVER BATTERY
HEAVY ANTI AIRCRAFT BATTERY
GUN LAYING RADAR PLATFORM
LIGHT ANTI AIRCRAFT (DIVER) BATTERY
LIGHT ANTI AIRCRAFT BATTERY
ANTI AIRCRAFT GUN POST
PILLBOX (TYPE FW3/23)
PILLBOX (TYPE FW3/27)
ROCKET PROJECTOR BATTERY
ROCKET PROJECTOR BATTERY (TYPE 55373)
ROCKET PROJECTOR BATTERY (TYPE U2P)
ROCKET PROJECTOR BATTERY (TYPE U2P)
ROCKET PROJECTOR BATTERY (TYPE U9P)
ROCKET PROJECTOR BATTERY (TYPE UP)
Z BATTERY
SINGLE GUN (DIVER) BATTERY
ANTI AIRCRAFT GUN TOWER
ANTI AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS ROOM
BARRAGE BALLOON SITE
   BARRAGE BALLOON MOORING
   BARRAGE BALLOON SHELTER
GUNPOST
SEARCHLIGHT BATTERY
   COAST ARTILLERY SEARCHLIGHT
   SEARCHLIGHT EMPLACEMENT
   LYON LIGHT EMPLACEMENT
ANTI INVASION DEFENCE SITE
   ANTI LANDING OBSTACLE
       ANTI LANDING CABLE
       ANTI LANDING POLE
       ANTI LANDING TRENCH
   ANTI SEAPLANE OBSTACLE
   ANTI SUBMARINE DEFENCE
   ANTI TANK ISLAND
   ANTI TANK OBSTACLE
       ANTI TANK BLOCK
           ANTI TANK BUOY
           ANTI TANK CALTROP
           ANTI TANK COFFIN
           ANTI TANK CONE
           ANTI TANK CUBE
           ANTI TANK CYLINDER
           ANTI TANK PIMPLE
           ANTI TANK TETRAHEDRON
   ANTI TANK DITCH
       ANTI TANK DITCH (ARTIFICIAL)
       ANTI TANK DITCH (NATURAL IMPROVED)
   ANTI TANK GIRDER
   ANTI TANK HAIRPIN
   ANTI TANK SCAFFOLDING
   ANTI TANK VERTICAL RAIL
   ANTI TANK WALL
AUXILIARY UNIT SITE
   AUXILIARY HIDE
   AUXILIARY UNIT BOMB STORE
   AUXILIARY UNIT CONTROL STATION
   AUXILIARY UNIT OBSERVATION POST
   AUXILIARY UNIT OPERATIONAL BASE
   AUXILIARY UNIT SPECIAL DUTIES BASE
       AUXILIARY UNIT SPECIAL DUTIES CONTROL STATION
       AUXILIARY UNIT SPECIAL DUTIES OUTSTATION
       AUXILIARY UNIT SPECIAL DUTIES ZERO STATION
CENTRE OF RESISTANCE
DEFENCE LINE
DEFENDED LOCALITY
   DEFENDED BUILDING
       DEFENDED HOUSE
   SECTION POST
   STRONGPOINT
DEMOLITION CHARGE SITE
DEFENCE

ARMOURING VEHICLE

BATTLEFIELD

BOMBING RANGE MARKER

CASTLE

RAILBLOCK

PETROLEUM WARFARE SITE

STOP LINE

VULNERABLE DEFILE

CANADIAN PIPE MINE

DEMOLITION CHAMBER

MINED BRIDGE

MINED ROAD

NODAL POINT

PETROLEUM WARFARE SITE

BARREL FLAME TRAP

FLAME DEVICE

RAILBLOCK

RIVER DEFENCE SITE

STOP LINE

VULNERABLE DEFILE

ARMOURING VEHICLE

TANK

BATTERY

ANTI AIRCRAFT BATTERY

ANTI AIRCRAFT BATTERY COMMAND POST

ANTI AIRCRAFT GUN EMPLACEMENT

DIVER BATTERY

HEAVY ANTI AIRCRAFT BATTERY

GUN LAYING RADAR PLATFORM

LIGHT ANTI AIRCRAFT (DIVER) BATTERY

LIGHT ANTI AIRCRAFT BATTERY

ANTI AIRCRAFT GUN POST

PILLBOX (TYPE FW3/23)

PILLBOX (TYPE FW3/27)

ROCKET PROJECTOR BATTERY

ROCKET PROJECTOR BATTERY (TYPE 55373)

ROCKET PROJECTOR BATTERY (TYPE U20P)

ROCKET PROJECTOR BATTERY (TYPE U2P)

ROCKET PROJECTOR BATTERY (TYPE U9P)

ROCKET PROJECTOR BATTERY (TYPE UP)

Z BATTERY

SINGLE GUN (DIVER) BATTERY

BEACH DEFENCE BATTERY

COASTAL BATTERY

COAST ARTILLERY BATTERY

ANTI MOTOR TORPEDO BOAT BATTERY

CLOSE DEFENCE BATTERY

COUNTER BOMBARDMENT BATTERY

EMERGENCY COAST DEFENCE BATTERY

COASTAL BATTERY COMMAND POST

SEARCHLIGHT BATTERY

COAST ARTILLERY SEARCHLIGHT

SEARCHLIGHT EMPLACEMENT

LYON LIGHT EMPLACEMENT

BATTLEFIELD

NAVAL BATTLEFIELD

BOMBING RANGE MARKER

DIRECTION ARROW

CASTLE

ADULTERINE CASTLE
ARTILLERY CASTLE
CONCENTRIC CASTLE
KEEP
    SHELL KEEP
    TOWER KEEP
KEEP AND BAILEY CASTLE
MOTTE
MOTTE AND BAILEY
QUADRANGULAR CASTLE
RINGWORK
RINGWORK AND BAILEY
SIEGE CASTLE
CIVIL DEFENCE SITE
AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS SITE
    AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS CENTRE
    AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS HEADQUARTERS
    AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS LANTERN
    AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS OBSERVATION POST
    AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS REPORT CENTRE
    AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS SIGN
    AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS SIGNAL BOX
    AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS STORE
    AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS TRAINING CENTRE
    AIR RAID WARDENS POST
    AIR RAID WARNING SIREN
    FIREWATCHERS POST
        CONSOL SHELTER
AIR RAID SHELTER
    ANDERSON SHELTER
    BLAST SHELTER
    CONSOL SHELTER
    MORRISON SHELTER
    RAIDSafe SHELTER
    REGIONAL GOVERNMENT SHELTER
    STANTON SHELTER
BUFFER DEPOT
CIVIL DEFENCE BUILDING
    CIVIL DEFENCE GARAGE
    CIVIL DEFENCE HEADQUARTERS
        EMERGENCY WAR HEADQUARTERS
        EMERGENCY PLANNING CENTRE
    FOOD AND REST CENTRE
    HOME GUARD HEADQUARTERS
    HOME GUARD OBSERVATION POST
    HOME GUARD STORE
    REGIONAL GOVERNMENT HEADQUARTERS
    REGIONAL SEAT OF GOVERNMENT
        SUB REGIONAL SEAT OF GOVERNMENT
WAR ROOM
CIVIL DEFENCE TRAINING CENTRE
CIVIL DEFENCE TRAINING GROUND
HOME GUARD SHELTER
NUCLEAR BUNKER
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUCLEAR COMMAND CENTRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COASTAL DEFENCE SITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEACH DEFENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI BOAT LANDING OBSTACLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEACH SCAFFOLDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEACH DEFENCE BATTERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEACH DEFENCE LIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOM TOWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIRCULAR REDOBT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COASTAL BATTERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COAST ARTILLERY BATTERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI MOTOR TORPEDO BOAT BATTERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE DEFENCE BATTERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNTER BOMBARDMENT BATTERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMERGENCY COAST DEFENCE BATTERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COASTAL BATTERY COMMAND POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTENDED DEFENCE OFFICER POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTELLO TOWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSITION FINDING STATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAXON SHORE FORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEA FORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBMARINE BASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBMARINE MINE DEPOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORPEDO STATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRENNAN TORPEDO STATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMAND POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI AIRCRAFT BATTERY COMMAND POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COASTAL BATTERY COMMAND POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFENCE OBSTRUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT OBSTRUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI SEAPLANE OBSTACLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK DITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK DITCH (ARTIFICIAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK DITCH (NATURAL IMPROVED)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK OBSTACLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK BLOCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK DITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK DITCH (ARTIFICIAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK DITCH (NATURAL IMPROVED)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK GIRDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK HAIRPIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK SCAFFOLDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK VERTICAL RAIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI TANK WALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARBED WIRE OBSTRUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARBED WIRE ENTANGLEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANNERT WIRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARRAGE BALLOON SITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARRAGE BALLOON MOORING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARRAGE BALLOON SHELTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEACH DEFENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI BOAT LANDING OBSTACLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BEACH SCAFFOLDING
BOMBING DECOY
DECOY BATTERY
CHEVAUX DE FRIZE
FLAME DEVICE
FOUGASSE
MINEFIELD
ROADBLOCK
CHECKPOINT
SMOKE GENERATOR
TANK TRAP
DEFENCE WORK
FIRING PLATFORM
HOARDING (FORTIFICATION)
WALL WALK
DRAWBRIDGE PIT
EMBARKATION POINT
EMBARKATION BEACH
EMBARKATION HARD
EMERGENCY FOOD CENTRE
EMERGENCY STORE
ENCLOSED SETTLEMENT
BURH
CLOTHES LINE ENCLOSURE
ENCLOSED HUT CIRCLE SETTLEMENT
ENCLOSED OPPIDUM
HILLFORT
BIVALLATE HILLFORT
MULTIPLE ENCLOSURE FORT
MULTIVALLATE HILLFORT
UNIVALLATE HILLFORT
HILLSLOPE ENCLOSURE
HILLTOP ENCLOSURE
PALISADED HILLTOP ENCLOSURE
OPPIDUM
ENCLOSED OPPIDUM
PALISADED ENCLOSURE
PALISADED HILLTOP ENCLOSURE
PALISADED HOMESTEAD
PALISADED SETTLEMENT
PROMONTORY FORT
CLIFF CASTLE
ROUND
FIELDWORK
AIRCRAFT OBSTRUCTION
ANTI SEAPLANE OBSTACLE
BREASTWORK
DYKE (DEFENCE)
CROSS DYKE
INFANTRY POST
RIFLE PIT
SIEGEWORK
CIRCUMVALLATION
SAP
TRENCH
COMMUNICATION TRENCH
FIRE TRENCH
PRACTICE TRENCH
SLIT TRENCH
WEAPONS PIT
FLOATING HARBOUR
PHOENIX CAISSON
FORT
ARTILLERY FORT
AUXILIARY FORT
BASTION TRACE FORT
FORT ANNEXE
FORTLET
MILECASTLE
MILEFORTLET
SAXON SHORE FORT
STAR FORT
VEXILLATION FORT
FORTIFICATION
ANGLE TOWER
ARTILLERY TOWER
BAILEY
BARBICAN
BARMKIN
BASTION
BASTION OUTWORK
RAVELIN
REDOUBT
BERM
BLAST WALL
BLOCKHOUSE
BUNKER
PILLBOX
ALLAN WILLIAMS TURRET
BISON MOBILE PILLBOX
DUMMY PILLBOX
PICKETT HAMILTON FORT
PILLBOX (AIR MINISTRY PATTERN)
PILLBOX (ASSAULT TRAINING)
PILLBOX (CANTILEVERED)
PILLBOX (MODIFIED)
PILLBOX (PREFABRICATED)
PILLBOX (SHELLPROOF)
PILLBOX (TYPE 391)
PILLBOX (TYPE CE124/41)
PILLBOX (TYPE CE2717)
PILLBOX (TYPE CE2843)
PILLBOX (TYPE CE390)
PILLBOX (TYPE CP/6/40/111)
DEFENCE

BOOM TOWER
BULWARK
CAPONIER
CASEMATE
CHEMISE
CURTAIN WALL
FLANKER
FLANKING TOWER
GATE TOWER
GLACIS
GUN EMPLACEMENT
  ANTI AIRCRAFT GUN EMPLACEMENT
  ANTI TANK GUN EMPLACEMENT
    PILLBOX (TYPE FW3/28)
    PILLBOX (TYPE FW3/28A)
  COAST BATTERY GUN SITE
  GUN EMPLACEMENT (TYPE 55414)
  GUN EMPLACEMENT (TYPE 55415)
  GUN EMPLACEMENT (TYPE 55422)
  GUN EMPLACEMENT (TYPE 55483)
  GUN EMPLACEMENT (TYPE 55491)
  GUN EMPLACEMENT (TYPE 55503)
  HOLDFAST
  MACHINE GUN EMPLACEMENT
    VICKERS MACHINE GUN EMPLACEMENT
  SPIGOT MORTAR EMPLACEMENT
  PEDESTAL
HORNWORK
INTERVAL TOWER
LOOPHOLED WALL
MACHINE GUN POST
POSTERN
RAMPART
  MULTIVALLATE RAMPART
VALLUM
SCARP
SCONCE
TURRET
FORTIFIED BRIDGE
FORTIFIED BUILDING
FORTIFIED CHURCH
FORTIFIED HOUSE
BASTLE
FORTIFIED MANOR HOUSE
PELE TOWER
TOWER HOUSE
FORTRESS
LEGIONARY FORTRESS
FRONTIER DEFENCE
DYKE (DEFENCE)
CROSS DYKE
MILECASTLE
MILEFORTLET
TURRET
HELICOPTER TEST SITE
HELICOPTER TEST RIG
ROTO TEST TOWER
MILITARY BUILDING
BRITISH CONCRETE FEDERATION HUT
BCF FLAT ROOF HUT
BCF LIGHT HUT
CREW BRIEFING ROOM
CTESIPHON HUT
DOMESTIC MILITARY BUILDING
ABLUTIONS BLOCK
WOMENS LAND ARMY HOSTEL
HALF BRICK HUT
HANDCRAFT HUT
JANE CORRUGATED IRON HUT
LAING HUT
MAYCRETE HUT
MILITARY SUPPORT BUILDING
FIELD KITCHEN
GUARDHOUSE
MESS
OFFICERS MESS
NAVAL OFFICERS MESS
SERGEANTS MESS
MILITARY OFFICE
ARMY OFFICE
SQUADRON OFFICE
MILITARY POLICE SECTION HOUSE
NAAFI BUILDING
QUARTERMASTERS STORE
RECEPTION CENTRE
RECREATION HUT
RECRUITING STATION
SICK QUARTERS
MINISTRY OF SUPPLY LIVING HUT
MINISTRY OF SUPPLY TIMBER HUT
MINISTRY OF WORKS STANDARD HUT
NASHCRETE HUT
NISSEN HUT
OPERATIONS BLOCK
OPERATIONS ROOM
ORLIT HUT
QUONSET HUT
ROMNEY HUT
SECO HUT
SECTIONAL HUT (TYPE A)
SECTIONAL HUT (TYPE B)
TERRITORIAL ARMY CENTRE
TURNERS CURVED ASBESTOS HUT
XYZ HUT
MILITARY INSTALLATION
COUNTERMEASURES STATION
MILITARY AIRFIELD SITE
ADVANCED LANDING GROUND
AIRCRAFT COMPASS PLATFORM
AIRCRAFT PICKETING POINT
AIRCRAFT STORAGE FACILITY
HANGAR
AIRCRAFT HANGAR
AEROPLANE REPAIR SECTION SHED
AEROPLANE TWIN SHED
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TRANSPORTABLE)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE S)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE T)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE T1)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE T2)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE T3)
BELLMAN AIRCRAFT HANGAR
BESSIONNEAU AIRCRAFT HANGAR
BLISTER AIRCRAFT HANGAR
CALLENDER HANGAR
CALLENDER HAMILTON HANGAR
FROMSON HANGAR
FROMSON MASSILLON HANGAR
MAIN HANGAR
PENTAD HANGAR
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE A)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE A1)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE A2)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE B)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE B1)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE B2)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE C)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE D)
AIRFIELD BUILDING
PHOTO INTERPRETATION CENTRE
QUADRANT TOWER
AIRFIELD SLEEPING SHELTER
BATTLE HEADQUARTERS
   BATTLE HEADQUARTERS (11008/41)
   BATTLE HEADQUARTERS (3329/41)
BLAST PEN
BOMB STORE
CONTROL TOWER
   BOMBER STATION CONTROL TOWER (294/45)
   CHIEF INSTRUCTORS BLOCK (5740/36)
   DUTY PILOTS OFFICE (2072/26)
   ROYAL NAVAL AIR STATION CONTROL TOWER
      CONTROL TOWER (3860/42)
      CONTROL TOWER (5223A/51)
      CONTROL TOWER (566/42)
WATCH OFFICE
   BOMBER SATELLITE STATION WATCH OFFICE
      WATCH OFFICE (13726/41)
   FIGHTER SATELLITE STATION WATCH OFFICE
      WATCH OFFICE (14383/40)
WATCH OFFICE (17658/40)
WATCH OFFICE (18441/40)
WATCH OFFICE (3156/41)
NIGHT FIGHTER STATION WATCH OFFICE
WATCH OFFICE (15684/41)
TRAINING SCHOOL WATCH OFFICE
TRAINING SCHOOL WATCH OFFICE (641/41)
WATCH OFFICE (1072/26)
WATCH OFFICE (12779/41)
WATCH OFFICE (1597/27)
WATCH OFFICE (1959/34)
WATCH OFFICE (1960/34)
WATCH OFFICE (207/36)
WATCH OFFICE (343/43)
WATCH OFFICE (4698/43)
WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION
WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (2328/39)
WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (2423/39)
WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (518/40)
WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (5845/39)
WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (8936/40)
WATCH OFFICE WITH OPERATIONS ROOM
WATCH OFFICE WITH OPS ROOM (13079/41)
WATCH OFFICE WITH OPS ROOM (7345/41)

DINGHY SHED (2900/43)
DINGHY SHED (2901/43)
DISPERsal
DISPERsal PEN
FIGHTER PEN
DISPERSED SITE
DOME TRAINER
DOPE SHOP
DRYING TOWER
DRYING TOWER (11595/42)
DRYING TOWER (9290/42)
DRYING TOWER (9294/42)
FLIGHT OFFICE
MILITARY AIRFIELD
LANDING CIRCLE
ROYAL NAVAL AIR STATION
OPERATIONAL READINESS PLATFORM
PARACHUTE STORE
PARACHUTE STORE (10825/42)
PARACHUTE STORE (11137/41)
PARACHUTE STORE (175/36)
PARACHUTE STORE (17865/39)
PARACHUTE STORE (2355/25)
PARACHUTE STORE (3633/35)
PARACHUTE STORE (6351/37)
SEAPLANE BASE
SIGNAL SQUARE
STATION HEADQUARTERS
TURRET INSTRUCTIONAL BUILDING

MILITARY BASE
AMPHIBIOUS BASE
BARRAGE BALLOON CENTRE
DOMESTIC SITE
WOMENS LAND ARMY CAMP

MILITARY CAMP
ARMY CAMP
CANADIAN FORESTRY CORPS CAMP
INTERNMENT CAMP
PRisoner OF WAR CAMP
ROYAL AIR FORCE CAMP
TEMPORARY CAMP
TRAINING CAMP
WOMENS AUXILIARY AIR FORCE CAMP

MILITARY HEADQUARTERS
AIR FORCE HEADQUARTERS
ARMY HEADQUARTERS
REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
BATTLE HEADQUARTERS
BATTLE HEADQUARTERS (11008/41)
BATTLE HEADQUARTERS (3329/41)
GROUP HEADQUARTERS
NAVAL HEADQUARTERS
TERRITORIAL ARMY HEADQUARTERS
UNDERGROUND MILITARY HEADQUARTERS

ROYAL AIR FORCE BASE
AIR SEA RESCUE STATION
AIR TRAINING CORPS HEADQUARTERS

ROYAL NAVAL BASE
ADMIRALTY SIGNAL ESTABLISHMENT
ROYAL NAVY SHORE ESTABLISHMENT

SPECIAL OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE BASE
SUBMARINE BASE
TRAINING BASE

MILITARY DEPOT
ARMAMENT DEPOT
AMMUNITION DEPOT
AMMUNITION DUMP
AMMUNITION STAND
ARMOURY
ARSENAL
BOMB STORE
CHEMICAL WEAPONS STORE
GUN STORE
MAGAZINE
POWDER MAGAZINE
MUNITION HOUSE
ORDNANCE YARD
BARRAGE BALLOON GAS DEPOT
EXPLOSIVES STORE
   POWDER MAGAZINE
   PYROTECHNIC STORE (2647/37)
MOBILIZATION CENTRE
ORDNANCE DEPOT
REGIMENTAL DEPOT
REMTOUNT DEPOT
ROYAL NAVAL DEPOT
SUPPLY DEPOT
   INLAND SORTING DEPOT
TANK RAMP
VEHICLE DEPOT
   AMBULANCE PARK
   TANK PARK
PLUTO SITE
TECHNICAL SITE
VHF FIXER STATION
MILITARY OBSERVATION SITE
ANTENNA ARRAY
EARLY WARNING SITE
   EARLY WARNING STATION
   SOUND MIRROR
      SOUND MIRROR (20 FEET)
      SOUND MIRROR (200 FEET)
      SOUND MIRROR (30 FEET)
      SOUND MIRROR BUILDING
LOOKOUT
OBSERVATION POST
   BOMBING RANGE OBSERVATION POST
      BOMBING RANGE TOWER
   COASTAL OBSERVATION POST
   HOME GUARD OBSERVATION POST
   MINEWATCHERS POST
RADAR STATION
   CHAIN HOME STATION
      CHAIN HOME EXTRA LOW STATION
      CHAIN HOME LOW STATION
      COAST DEFENCE CHAIN HOME LOW STATION
RADIO TELEGRAPHY STATION
   Y STATION
   Z STATION
SONAR STATION
SOUND LOCATOR EMPLACEMENT
WATCH TOWER
MILITARY SIGNALLING SITE
ADMIRALTY SIGNAL STATION
AIRFIELD CODE LETTERS
RADAR BEACON
RADAR STATION
SEM A PHORE STATION
SIGNAL STATION
DEFENCE

MILITARY TRAINING SITE
- SIGNALS GATHERING STATION
- AIR TRAINING CORPS HEADQUARTERS
- ANTI TANK WALL (ASSAULT TRAINING)
- ARTILLERY GROUND
- ARTILLERY SCHOOL
- BOMBING RANGE
  - BOMBING RANGE TARGET
  - BOMBING TEACHER BUILDING
- BUTTS
  - ARCHERY BUTTS
  - RIFLE BUTTS
- DOME TRAINER
- DRILL HALL
- GYRUS
- LINK TRAINER
  - LINK TRAINER (10040/41)
  - LINK TRAINER (1762/39)
  - LINK TRAINER (4188/42)
  - LINK TRAINER (7790/40)
- MILITARY COLLEGE
- PARADE GROUND
- PILLBOX (ASSAULT TRAINING)
- SPECIAL OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE BASE
- TARGET
- TRAINING AREA
  - FIRING RANGE
    - ARTILLERY FIRING RANGE
      - ANTI TANK GUNNER RANGE
    - FIRING RANGE BLOCKHOUSE
    - NAVAL GUNNER RANGE
    - TARGET RANGE
      - TARGET RAILWAY
    - YARD MARKER
- GRENADE RANGE
- TRAINING BASE
- TRAINING CAMP
- TURRET INSTRUCTIONAL BUILDING

MILITARY TRANSPORT SITE
- MILITARY AIRFIELD
  - LANDING CIRCLE
  - ROYAL NAVAL AIR STATION
- MILITARY CANAL
- MILITARY ROAD
- MOTOR TRANSPORT BUILDING
  - MOTOR TRANSPORT SHED
- MOTOR TRANSPORT PARK
- MISSILE BASE
  - BLOODHOUND MISSILE SITE
  - THOR MISSILE SITE
- MISSILE SILO
- ORDNANCE DISPOSAL SITE
- ORDNANCE STORE
RAILWAY CONTROL CENTRE
REQUISITIONED BUILDING
REQUISITIONED LAND
RETENTURA
ROCKET
ROYAL OBSERVER CORPS SITE
  MOBILE SOUND LOCATOR
  ORLIT POST
  ROYAL OBSERVER CORPS COMMAND CENTRE
  ROYAL OBSERVER CORPS HEADQUARTERS
  UNDERGROUND MONITORING POST
SENTRY BOX
TOWN DEFENCES
  TOWN DITCH
  TOWN GATE
  TOWN WALL
TRIBUNAL (MILITARY)
WAR PRODUCTION FACTORY
  SHADOW FACTORY
WAR SHELTER
WATER GATE
WEAPONS TESTING SITE
  ATOMIC WEAPONS RESEARCH STATION
  CHEMICAL WEAPONS RESEARCH STATION
  FIRING CHAMBER
  GAS CHAMBER
  GAS TESTING TRENCH
  GRENADE RANGE
  MISSILE TEST SITE
  MISSILE UNDERGROUND LAUNCHER
  PROOF RANGE
  ROCKET TEST FACILITY
  TORPEDO RANGE
    TORPEDO RANGE CONTROL BUILDING
DOMESTIC

BACKYARD
BAKEHOUSE
   COMMUNAL BAKEHOUSE
BEER CELLAR
BROCH
BURNT MOUND
COOKHOUSE
COOKING PIT
DUN
DWELLING

AGRICULTURAL DWELLING
   BARK PEELERS HUT
   BASTLE (NON DEFENSIVE)
   CHARCOAL BURNERS HUT
   FARM LABOURERS COTTAGE
   FARMHOUSE
   HOPPERS HUT
   LAITHE HOUSE
   LONGHOUSE
   MARSHMANS COTTAGE
   SHEPHERDS HUT
   TRANSHUMANCE DWELLING
      DROVERS HOUSE
      HERDERS HOUSE
      SHEPHERDS HUT
   WARRENER'S LODGE

APARTMENT
CELLAR DWELLING
COUNCIL FLAT
HOUSE
   AISLED HOUSE
   BASTLE (NON DEFENSIVE)
   BUNGALOW
      SEMI DETACHED BUNGALOW
   CHALET
   CHARTIST COLONY HOUSE
   CLERICAL DWELLING
   CLERGY HOUSE
      ARCHDEACONRY
      CHAPLAINCY
      DEANERY
      MANSE
      PRIESTS HOUSE
      VICARAGE
   MONASTIC DWELLING
      CELLARERS RANGE
      LAY BROTHERS RANGE
      LAY SISTERS HOUSE
      NOVICES ROOM
   PROVOSTS HOUSE
   CORRODY HOUSE
   COTTAGE ORNEE
   COUNCIL HOUSE
   COUNTRY HOUSE
DOMESTIC

COURTIERS HOUSE
COURTYARD HOUSE
CROSS PASSAGE HOUSE
DABBIN
DETACHED HOUSE
DOUBLE PILE HOUSE
DOWER HOUSE
ENGINEERS HOUSE
ESTATE COTTAGE
EXPERIMENTAL HOUSE
FARM LABOURERS COTTAGE
FARMHOUSE
FOREMANS HOUSE
FORTIFIED HOUSE
  BASTLE
  FORTIFIED MANOR HOUSE
  PELE TOWER
  TOWER HOUSE
GABLED HOUSE
  END GABLED HOUSE
  FRONT GABLED HOUSE
GREAT HOUSE
GUEST COTTAGE
HALL HOUSE
  AISLED HALL HOUSE
  AISLED HOUSE
    QUASI AISLED HOUSE
    SINGLE AISLED HOUSE
  CROSS WING HOUSE
  DOUBLE ENDED HALL HOUSE
  END JETTY HOUSE
  FIRST FLOOR HALL HOUSE
  OPEN HALL HOUSE
  SINGLE ENDED HALL HOUSE
  WEALDEN HOUSE
    SINGLE ENDED WEALDEN HOUSE
HEALTH WORKERS HOUSE
HOUSEBOAT
INDUSTRIAL HOUSE
  APPRENTICE HOUSE
  CLOTH CUTTERS COTTAGE
  CLOTHIERS HOUSE
  COTTAGE FACTORY
  FOREMANS HOUSE
  FRAMEWORK KNITTERS COTTAGE
  GLOVERS COTTAGE
  HOSIERS COTTAGE
  LACEMAKERS COTTAGE
  LIMEHOUSE
  MILL HOUSE
  SMITHS COTTAGE
  WEAVERS COTTAGE

CLASS LIST
WORKERS COTTAGE
TINNERS HUT
LAIRDS HOUSE
LAITHE HOUSE
LOBBY ENTRY HOUSE
LONGHOUSE
LOW HOUSE
MANAGERS HOUSE
MANOR HOUSE
MANSION HOUSE
MARITIME HOUSE
COASTGUARDS COTTAGE
DOCK WORKERS COTTAGE
FISHERMANS HOUSE
LIFEBOATMANS COTTAGE
LIGHTKEEPERS HOUSE
MARINERS COTTAGE
MASTER ROPEMAKERS HOUSE
MASTER SHIPWRIGHTS HOUSE
NAVAL OFFICERS HOUSE
ORDNANCE STOREKEEPERS HOUSE
PIERMASTERS HOUSE
PORT ADMIRALS HOUSE
WHARFINGERS COTTAGE
MARSHMANS COTTAGE
MERCHANTS HOUSE
MINKA
OFFICIAL RESIDENCE
POLICE HOUSE
PREFABRICATED HOUSE
PRISON GOVERNORS HOUSE
RANGERS HOUSE
REGISTRARS HOUSE
ROUND HOUSE (DOMESTIC)
ROW HOUSE
GALLERIED ROW HOUSE
SEMI DETACHED HOUSE
SQUATTERS COTTAGE
STEWARDS HOUSE
STUDIO HOUSE
TEACHERS HOUSE
TELEGRAPH KEEPER’S COTTAGE
TERRACED HOUSE
BACK TO BACK HOUSE
THROUGH BY LIGHT
BACK TO EARTH HOUSE
BLIND BACK HOUSE
HOUSE OVER HOUSE
TEXTILE WORKERS COTTAGE
TIMBER FRAMED HOUSE
BOX FRAME HOUSE
CRUCK HOUSE
BASE CRUCK HOUSE
JETTIED HOUSE
CONTINUOUS JETTY HOUSE
END JETTY HOUSE
WEALDEN HOUSE
SINGLE ENDED WEALDEN HOUSE

TOFT
TOWN HOUSE
TRANSPORT WORKERS HOUSE
BRIDGE KEEPERS COTTAGE
CANAL WORKERS COTTAGE
CHAUFFEURS FLAT
COACHMANS COTTAGE
CROSSING KEEPERS COTTAGE
FERRYKEEPERS COTTAGE
FORD KEEPERS COTTAGE
INCLINE KEEPERS COTTAGE
LENGTHMANS COTTAGE
LIGHTKEEPERS HOUSE
LOCK KEEPERS COTTAGE
RAILWAY WORKERS COTTAGE
SIGNALMANS COTTAGE
STATION MASTERS HOUSE
TOLL HOUSE
WHARFINGERS COTTAGE

TREASURERS HOUSE
VERDERERS COTTAGE
VERGERS COTTAGE
VILLA
WATERWORKS COTTAGE
WELL KEEPERS COTTAGE

HOVEL
HUT
BARK PEELERS HUT
CHARCOAL BURNERS HUT
HOPPERS HUT
HUERS HUT
HUT CIRCLE
SHEPHERDS HUT
WOODWORKERS HUT

LOG CABIN
MAISONETTE
MODEL DWELLING
MULTIPLE DWELLING
CLUSTER BLOCK
CLUSTER HOUSE
COMMUNE
FLATS
COUNCIL FLATS
MANSION FLATS
MEWS
RETIREMENT HOME
ROW
GALLERIED ROW
NAILERS ROW
TENEMENT BLOCK
TENEMENT HOUSE
TERRACE
BACK TO BACK TERRACE
BACK TO EARTH TERRACE
BLIND BACK TERRACE
STEPPED TERRACE
TYNESIDE FLAT
WEALDEN TERRACE
PALACE
ABBOTS PALACE
ABBOTS SUMMER PALACE
ARCHBISHOPS PALACE
BISHOPS PALACE
BISHOPS SUMMER PALACE
ROYAL PALACE
PARK HOME
PILE DWELLING
REFUGEE HOUSING
ROCK CUT DWELLING
TRANSHUMANCE DWELLING
DROVERS HOUSE
HERDERS HOUSE
SHEPHERDS HUT
ESTATE BUILDING
ESTATE COTTAGE
ESTATE LAUNDRY
FISH TANK
FOGOU
GREAT HALL
GREAT ROOM
GRUBENHAUS
GUEST WING
HUNTING LODGE
HYPOCAUST
ICHOUSE
KENNELS
KITCHEN
LARDER
GAME LARDER
LODGEE
MIDDEN
SHELL MIDDEN
MOAT
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
ALMSHOUSE
BOTHY
CHILDRENS HOME
  CHILDREN'S CARE HOME
  CHILDREN'S NURSING HOME
  COTTAGE HOME
  ORPHANAGE
CONVALESCENT HOME
COTTAGE HOME
DORMITORY
GUEST HOUSE
HALL OF RESIDENCE
  GRADUATE HOUSE
HOSTEL
  CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION HOSTEL
  DOCTORS HOSTEL
  HOMELESS HOSTEL
  JAGGERS HOSTEL
  LAND ARMY HOSTEL
  WORKERS HOSTEL
  YOUTH HOSTEL
HOTEL
  GRAND HOTEL
  MOTEL
  RAILWAY HOTEL
  SPA HOTEL
  TEMPERANCE HOTEL
INN
  COACHING INN
  COURTYARD INN
  DROVERS INN
  INN THEATRE
JOCKEYS QUARTERS
LODGING HOUSE
LODGINGS
  BILLET
  COLLEGE LODGINGS
  JUDGES LODGINGS
  SCHOOL BOARDING HOUSE
  STABLEHANDS LODGINGS
MAYORS RESIDENCE
MILITARY RESIDENCE
  ACCOMMODATION HUT
  AIRMEN'S QUARTERS
  BARRACKS
    CAVALRY BARRACKS
    INFANTRY BARRACKS
    SPIDER BILLET
  MARRIED QUARTERS
  OFFICERS QUARTERS
    MINISTRY OF WORKS HALL HUT
NURSES HOSTEL
NURSING HOME
  PRIVATE NURSING HOME
ORPHANAGE
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE INSTITUTION  
SEASIDE SCHOOL  
SECTION HOUSE  
SERVICES HOME  
TENANTS HALL  
WORKHOUSE  
RUBBISH PIT  
SADDLERY  
SERVANTS HALL  
SERVICE WING  
SETTLEMENT  
BURGH  
CONSTRUCTION CAMP  
CRANNOG  
DESERTED SETTLEMENT  
DISPLACED PERSONS CAMP  
ENCLOSED SETTLEMENT  
BURH  
CLOTHES LINE ENCLOSURE  
ENCLOSED HUT CIRCLE SETTLEMENT  
ENCLOSED OPPIDUM  
HILLFORT  
BIVALLATE HILLFORT  
MULTIPLE ENCLOSURE FORT  
MULTIVALLATE HILLFORT  
UNIVALLATE HILLFORT  
HILLSLOPE ENCLOSURE  
HILLTOP ENCLOSURE  
PALISADED HILLTOP ENCLOSURE  
OPPIDUM  
ENCLOSED OPPIDUM  
PALISADED ENCLOSURE  
PALISADED HOMESTEAD  
PALISADED SETTLEMENT  
PROMONTORY FORT  
CLIFF CASTLE  
ROUND  
EXTRA MURAL SUBURB  
HAMLET  
HOMESTEAD  
HOUSING ESTATE  
COUNCIL HOUSING ESTATE  
HUT CIRCLE SETTLEMENT  
ENCLOSED HUT CIRCLE SETTLEMENT  
UNENCLOSED HUT CIRCLE SETTLEMENT  
LAKE VILLAGE  
LINEAR SETTLEMENT  
MODEL SETTLEMENT  
CHARTIST LAND COLONY  
ESTATE VILLAGE  
MORAVIAN SETTLEMENT  
RESORT VILLAGE  
UTOPIAN COMMUNITY VILLAGE
WORKERS VILLAGE
OLYMPIC VILLAGE
OPEN SITE
OPPIDUM
   ENCLOSED OPPIDUM
PALISADED ENCLOSURE
   PALISADED HILLTOP ENCLOSURE
PLANNED SETTLEMENT
   GARDEN CITY
   GARDEN SUBURB
   GARDEN VILLAGE
   NEW TOWN
PROTEST CAMP
PEACE CAMP
RAILWAY WORKERS TEMPORARY SETTLEMENT
RESETTLEMENT CAMP
SCOOPED SETTLEMENT
SQUATTER SETTLEMENT
SUBURB
TENEMENT
TOWN
   CANABAE LEGIONIS
   CIVITAS CAPITAL
   COLONIA
   MUNICIPIUM
TOWN QUARTER
TOWNSHIP
TRADING SETTLEMENT
UNENCLOSED SETTLEMENT
   UNENCLOSED HUT CIRCLE SETTLEMENT
VICUS
VILL
VILLAGE
   AGGREGATE VILLAGE
   GARDEN VILLAGE
   MIGRATED VILLAGE
   RESORT VILLAGE
   SHIFTED VILLAGE
   SHRUNKEN VILLAGE
   UTOPIAN COMMUNITY VILLAGE
   WORKERS VILLAGE
WORKERS TEMPORARY SETTLEMENT
SHIELING
SOUTERRAIN
STILLING HOUSE
WARMING HOUSE
WASH HOUSE
WASHING PLACE
   ABLUTIONS BLOCK
WINE CELLAR
ART GALLERY
BET HAMIDRASH
CAMPUS
CHILDREN'S CARE HOME
COLLEGE
    COLLEGE OF SECULAR PRIESTS
    CHANTRY COLLEGE
    COLLEGE OF THE VICARS CHORAL
FURTHER EDUCATION COLLEGE
LADIES COLLEGE
PEOPLES COLLEGE
TRAINING COLLEGE
    AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
    CATERING COLLEGE
    COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
    HORTICULTURAL COLLEGE
    MEDICAL COLLEGE
    MILITARY COLLEGE
    NAVAL COLLEGE
    POLICE TRAINING COLLEGE
    TEACHER TRAINING COLLEGE
    TECHNICAL COLLEGE
    THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE
    THEOSOPHICAL COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
VILLAGE COLLEGE
WORKING MENS COLLEGE
CRAFT CENTRE
DISABLED PEOPLES HOME
EXAMINATION HALL
EXHIBITION HALL
    AGRICULTURAL HALL
    HORTICULTURAL HALL
    TRADE HALL
FACULTY BUILDING
FIELD CENTRE
GRADUATE HOUSE
INSTITUTE
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SWITCH HOUSE
INDUSTRIAL ENGINE HOUSE
GENERATOR HOUSE
ENGINE HOUSE
ATMOSPHERIC ENGINE HOUSE
ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAY ENGINE HOUSE
BATTERY ENGINE HOUSE
BLOWING ENGINE HOUSE
GAS ENGINE HOUSE
HAULAGE ENGINE HOUSE
HORSE ENGINE HOUSE
HYDRAULIC ENGINE HOUSE
STEAM ENGINE HOUSE
BEAM ENGINE HOUSE
TURBINE HOUSE
TRANSFORMER BOX
TRANSFORMER STATION
TRAM TRANSFORMER STATION
POWER HOUSE
POWER HOUSE (1380/24)
POWER HOUSE (207/17)
POWER HOUSE (476/18)
STAND BY SET HOUSE
STAND BY SET HOUSE (1039/41)
STAND BY SET HOUSE (13244/41)
STAND BY SET HOUSE (16302/41)
STAND BY SET HOUSE (3527/43)
STAND BY SET HOUSE (4238/44)
STAND BY SET HOUSE (607/36)
STAND BY SET HOUSE (8760/42)
STAND BY SET HOUSE (974/35)
BOILER HOUSE
BOILER ROOM
COMPRESSOR HOUSE
ECONOMIZER HOUSE
STEAM ENGINE
BEAM ENGINE
ROTATIVE BEAM ENGINE
INDUSTRIAL TRANSMISSION RODS
WATER POWER PRODUCTION SITE
STEAM MILL
STEAM PLANT
STEAM PUMP
STEAM TURBINE
STEAM WHIM
STEAM WHIM HOUSE
STEAM WINCH
STEAM WINDER
TURBINE HOUSE
TRANSMISSION RODS
WATER POWER PRODUCTION SITE
DAM
ARCH DAM
BARRAGE
BUTTRESS DAM
MILL DAM
WEIR
TUMBLING WEIR
DRAINAGE MILL
HAMILER POND
LEAT
MILL POND
MILL RACE
HEAD RACE
TAIL RACE
PEN POND
PUMP HOUSE
PUMP ROOM
TIDE MILL
TURBINE MILL
WATER TURBINE
PELTONE WHEEL
WATER WHEEL
BREASTSHOT WHEEL
HIGH BREASTSHOT WHEEL
LOW BREASTSHOT WHEEL
MID BREASTSHOT WHEEL
OVERSHOT WHEEL
PITCHBACK WHEEL
Scoop WHEEL
UNDERSHOT WHEEL
WATERCOURSE
LAUNDER
WATERMILL
HORIZONTAL WATERMILL
WHEEL HOUSE
WHEEL PIT
INDUSTRIAL

WIND POWER SITE
  POST MILL ROUNDHOUSE
  WIND ENGINE
  WIND FARM
  WIND PUMP
  WIND TURBINE
  WINDMILL
      HORIZONTAL AIR MILL
      POST MILL
      HOLLOW POST MILL
      SMOCK MILL
      TOWER MILL
  WINDMILL MOUND
QUARRY HOIST
RAILWAY WORKERS TEMPORARY SETTLEMENT
SETTLING TANK
STONE WORKING SITE
  LITHIC WORKING SITE
  POLISSOIR
  STONE AXE FACTORY
MILLSTONE WORKING SITE
QUERN WORKING SITE
SHALE WORKING SITE
STONE CRUSHING PLANT
STONE DRESSING FLOOR
STONE STORE
STONEMASON'S YARD
TEXTILE INDUSTRY SITE
  BARRAGE BALLOON MANUFACTURING SITE
  BLENDER SHED
  CARDING MILL
CARPET MANUFACTURING SITE
      CARPET FACTORY
      CARPET MILL
      CARPET WEAVERS WORKSHOP
      FLOORCLOTH FACTORY
      LINOLEUM FACTORY
COMBING SHED
COMBING WORKS
COTTAGE FACTORY
COTTON MANUFACTURING SITE
      COTTON MILL
      CALICO MILL
      COTTON WASTE WORKS
CREPE MILL
DOUBLING MILL
JACQUARD AND DOBBY WORKS
LACE MANUFACTURING SITE
      LACE DRYING HOUSE
      LACE FACTORY
LINEN OR FLAX MANUFACTURING SITE
      DRABBIT FACTORY
      FLAX BEATING STONE
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FLAX DRESSING SHOP
FLAX DRY HOUSE
FLAX MILL
HEMP MILL
JUTE MILL
LINEN MILL
RETTHING POND
SCUTCHING MILL
LOOMSHOP
OILCLOTH MILL
PICKER HOUSE
POWER LOOM SHED
PRESS SHOP
RAG GRINDING SHED
RAG MILL
RAG SORTING HOUSE
REED AND HEALD WORKS
RIBBON FACTORY
ROPE MANUFACTURING SITE
   OPEN ROPEWALK
   ROPERY
   ROPEWALK
   TAR HOUSE
   YARN HOUSE
SAILMAKING WORKS
SCRIBBLING MILL
SHUTTLE WORKS
SILK MANUFACTURING SITE
   REELING SHED
   SILK DRYING SHED
   SILK MILL
   THROWING MILL
SPINNING MILL
SPINNING SHED
SPINNING SHOP
TENTER GROUND
TENTER POST
TEXTILE FINISHING SITE
   BEETLING MILL
   BLEACHERY
   BLEACHFIELD
   CALENDER MILL
   CLOTH DRESSING MILL
   CLOTH DRY HOUSE
   COLOUR HOUSE
   COLOUR MILL
   DRYING LOFT
   DYE HOUSE
   DYE WORKS
   ARTIFICIAL DYE WORKS
   FINISHING HOUSE
   FINISHING WORKS
LACE WAREHOUSE
PRINTING SHOP
TEXTILE CONDITIONING HOUSE
TEXTILE PRINTING WORKS
CALICO PRINTING WORKS
TOPSHOP
WASHING SHOP
WEAVERS WORKSHOP
CARPET WEAVERS WORKSHOP
TAPESTRY WEAVING WORKSHOP
WEAVING MILL
WEAVING SHED
TEXTILE MILL
ALPACA MILL
ARTIFICIAL TEXTILE FACTORY
BEETLING MILL
BLANKET MILL
BOMBASINE MILL
CALENDER MILL
CALICO PRINTING WORKS
CANVAS WORKS
CARDING MILL
CARPET MILL
CLOTH DRESSING MILL
COMBING WORKS
COTTON MILL
CALICO MILL
COTTON WASTE WORKS
CREPE MILL
DOUBLING MILL
DRABBET FACTORY
DRESSING MILL
FELT MILL
FINISHING WORKS
FLAX DRESSING SHOP
FLAX MILL
FLOCK MILL
FULLING MILL
HEMP MILL
JUTE MILL
LACE FACTORY
LINEN MILL
MUNGO MILL
CARBONISING SHED
PIECE ROOM
RAG GRINDING MILL
ROOM AND POWER MILL
SAILMAKING WORKS
SCRIBBLING MILL
SCUTCHING MILL
SERGE FACTORY
SHED MILL

CLASS LIST
SHODDY MILL
  CARBONISING SHED
SILK MILL
SPINNING MILL
TAPE MILL
TAPE SIZING WORKS
TAPESTRY MILL
THROWING MILL
TWEEDE MILL
TWIST MILL
WADDING MILL
WEAVING MILL
WOOLLEN MILL
  GIG MILL
WORSTED MILL
YARN MILL
  PAPER YARN MILL
TWIST MILL
UPHOLSTERY WORKS
WILLEY SHED
WOOL MANUFACTURING SITE
  ALPACA MILL
  BOMBASINE MILL
  FELT MILL
  FULLING MILL
  FULLING STOCKS
  GREASE WORKS
  MUNGO MILL
    CARBONISING SHED
  SERGE FACTORY
SHODDY MILL
    CARBONISING SHED
TEAZLE DRYING HOUSE
TEAZLE SHOP
TWEEDE MILL
WOOL BARN
WOOL DRY HOUSE
WOOL STOVE
WOOL WALL
WOOLCOMBERS SHOP
WOOLLEN MILL
  GIG MILL
WORSTED MILL
YARN DRY HOUSE
YARN MILL
  PAPER YARN MILL
TRADES UNION BUILDING
TURF CUTTING
WASTE DISPOSAL SITE
  INCINERATOR
  REFUSE DEPOT
    REFUSE TRANSFER DEPOT
REFUSE DESTRUCTOR STATION
REFUSE DISPOSAL PLANT
RECYCLING CENTRE
REFUSE DISPOSAL SITE
WINCH HOUSE
WOOD PROCESSING SITE
TIMBER PROCESSING SITE
SAW PIT
TIMBER MILL
BARK MILL
LOGWOOD MILL
PLANING MILL
SAW MILL
TIMBER SEASONING SHED
TIMBER YARD
TIMBER PRODUCT SITE
BLOCK MILL
BOBBIN MILL
CARPENTERS WORKSHOP
CLOG MILL
COOPERAGE
FURNITURE FACTORY
FURNITURE WORKSHOP
JOINERS SHOP
MATCH FACTORY
PENCIL MILL
SHIPYARD
WHEEL MOULD
WOOD PRODUCT SITE
BARK HOUSE
BARK MILL
BARK PEELERS HUT
BASKET MAKERS WORKSHOP
BOARD MILL
BRUSH FACTORY
BRUSHMAKERS WORKSHOP
COPPICE BARN
LOGWOOD MILL
PULP MILL
WITHY BOILER
WOOD CHEMICAL WORKS
WOOD DRYING KILN
WOODWORKERS HUT
WOODWORKING SITE
CORK PROCESSING WORKS
CORK FACTORY
WORKERS TEMPORARY SETTLEMENT
ANCHORAGE (MARITIME)
ARTIFICIAL REEF
BALLAST HILL
CEREMONIAL MAST
DEGAUSSING STATION
DOCK AND HARBOUR INSTALLATION
    BOAT HOUSE
    BOAT STORE
    BUOY STORE
    CAISSON
    CAPSTAN
    CAPSTAN HOUSE
    CUSTOMS LOOKOUT
    DOCK
        CAMBER
        CANAL DOCK
            GAUGING STATION
        DRAW DOCK
        DRY DOCK
        FLOATING DOCK
        HALF TIDE DOCK
        RIVER DOCK
        WET DOCK
    DOCK BASIN
    DOCK FLOOR
    DOCK SILL
    DOCKYARD RAILWAY
    DOLPHIN
    FAIRLEAD
    FLOATING ROADWAY
    HARBOUR
        FLOATING HARBOUR
            PHOENIX CAISSON
    KEEL BLOCK
    MARINA
    MOORING BLOCK
    MOORING BOLLARD
    PORT
        CANAL PORT
        RIVER PORT
        SEAPORT
    PROMENADE
    SEA TERMINAL
        CONTAINER TERMINAL
        FERRY TERMINAL
        HOVERCRAFT TERMINAL
        OCEAN LINER TERMINAL
        TERMINAL BUILDING
    SHIFTING HOUSE
    FERRY CROSSING
    FIGUREHEAD
    FISHERMEN'S FASTENER
    FISHING SHIEL
    HEMP STORE
HUERS HUT
LANDING POINT
BERTH
  CONTAINER BERTH
  OIL FUEL BERTH
HARD
JETTY
  COAL JETTY
LANDING HOUSE
LANDING STAGE
LANDING STEPS
PIER
  LANDING PIER
  PONTOON PIER
QUAY
STAITHE
WHARF
  CANAL WHARF
  GUN WHARF
  RIVER WHARF
MARINE CONSTRUCTION SITE
BALLAST POND
BOAT YARD
CHAIN WORKS
  CHAIN PROVING HOUSE
  CHAIN SHOP
DOCKYARD
  NAVAL DOCKYARD
DRY DOCK
FLOATING CRANE
HALF TIDE DOCK
HATCHELLING HOUSE
MARINE ENGINEERING WORKS
  ANCHOR WORKS
  FABRICATION SHED
  GRIDIRON
  PLATE RACK
  PLATERS SHOP
  SHIPHOUSE FRAME
MARINE WORKSHOP
  BLOCK MILL
  BOAT SHED
  CHAIN LOCKER SHOP
  COLOUR LOFT
  HOOP HOUSE
  MAST HOUSE
  MOULD LOFT
  RIGGING HOUSE
  SAIL LOFT
  SHIPWRIGHTS WORKSHOP
  SLIP SHED
MAST POND
MASTING SHEERS
SEAPLANE FACTORY
SHEER HULK
SHEER LEGS
SHIP BREAKERS YARD
SHIP REPAIR WORKS
SHIPYARD
WET DOCK
MARINE LABORATORY
MARITIME OFFICE
CUSTOM HOUSE
DOCKMASTERS OFFICE
EXCISE OFFICE
NAVAL OFFICE
PIERMASTERS OFFICE
PILOT OFFICE
PORT AUTHORITY OFFICE
MILITARY COASTAL DEFENCES
COASTAL BATTERY
COAST ARTILLERY BATTERY
ANTI MOTOR TORPEDO BOAT BATTERY
CLOSE DEFENCE BATTERY
COUNTER BOMBARDMENT BATTERY
EMERGENCY COAST DEFENCE BATTERY
COASTAL BATTERY COMMAND POST
MARTELLO TOWER
SALUTING BATTERY
SAXON SHORE FORT
SEA FORT
TORPEDO STATION
BRENNAN TORPEDO STATION
MUSEUM SHIP
NAVAL BATTLEFIELD
NAVAL COLLEGE
NAVAL STOREHOUSE
NAVIGATION AID
BUOY
COAST LIGHT
COASTGUARD STATION
COASTGUARD TOWER
FOG BELL
FOG HORN
LANDMARK TOWER
LIFEBOAT STATION
ROCKET HOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE
HIGH LIGHT
LOW LIGHT
ROADSIDE LIGHTHOUSE
LOOKOUT
RADIO POSITIONING STATION
REFUGE BEACON
SEA BEACON
SEA MARK
DAY MARK
SIGNALLING BATTERY
TIMEBALL TOWER
NET HOUSE
NET LOFT
SCAVELLMANS CABIN
SEA DEFENCES
BOOM
BREAKWATER
FLOATING BREAKWATER
GROYNE
MOLE
SEAMENS CHURCH
SEAMENS MISSION
SHIP CHANDLERY
SHIP GRAVEYARD
SHIPWRECK GRAVE
SLIPWAY
UNDERWATER DIVING FEATURE
VICTUALLING YARD
WATER REGULATION INSTALLATION
BALANCE BEAM
CONDUIT HEAD
CONDUIT HOUSE
CULVERT
DAM
ARCH DAM
BARRAGE
BUTTRESS DAM
MILL DAM
RIVER INTAKE
WEIR
DOCK BASIN
DOCK GATE
DRAINAGE MILL
DRAINAGE SYSTEM
FLOOD DEFENCES
FLOOD RELIEF CANAL
GAUGE HOUSE
LOCK
CANAL LOCK
FLASH LOCK
FLOOD LOCK
GUILLOTINE LOCK
JUNCTION LOCK
POUND LOCK
RIVER LOCK
SEA LOCK
STOP LOCK
TIDAL LOCK
LOCK CHAMBER
LOCK GATE
LOCK SILL
MANHOLE
PENSTOCK
PUMPING STATION
RIVER INTAKE GAUGE
SEWER INSPECTION CHAMBER
SLUICE
    RIVER INTAKE
SLUICE GATE
SLUICE HOUSE
SOAKAWAY
SPILLWAY
STAIRCASE LOCK
TIDAL BASIN
TIDAL DOOR
TIDAL LOCK
TIDE GAUGE
TRAINING WALL (WATER REGULATION)
VALVE HOUSE
VALVE TOWER
WATER METER HOUSE
WATERCRAFT
WHALING STATION
WRECK
AISLED BUILDING
  AISLED BARN
  SINGLE AISLED BARN
  AISLED HALL HOUSE
  AISLED HOUSE
    QUASI AISLED HOUSE
    SINGLE AISLED HOUSE
  SINGLE AISLED BUILDING
    SINGLE AISLED BARN
    SINGLE AISLED HOUSE

ANNEXE ENCLOSURE

ARCH

ARTEFACT SCATTER
  FLINT SCATTER
  LITHIC SCATTER

AVENUE (LANDSCAPE FEATURE)
  EMBANKED AVENUE
  STONE AVENUE
  TIMBER AVENUE
  TREE AVENUE

BARRIER
  ACCESS BARRIER
  CATTLE GRID
  FENCE
    BOUNDARY FENCE
  GATE
    TURNSTILE
  HEDGE
    CORNISH HEDGE
  HEDGE BANK
  PORTCULLIS
  RAILINGS
  RIVER GATE
  WALL
    BELLAND YARD WALL
    BLAST WALL
    BOUNDARY WALL
    CURTAIN WALL
    HA HA
    HANDBALL WALL
    HEATED WALL
    LOOPHOLED WALL
    PARK WALL
    PRECINCT WALL
    REAVE
    RETAINING WALL
    REVETMENT
    SERPENTINE WALL
    TOWN WALL

BOUNDARY
  BOUNDARY BANK
  BOUNDARY DITCH
  BOUNDARY FENCE
  BOUNDARY MARKER
BOUNDARY CAIRN
BOUNDARY CROSS
BOUNDARY MOUND
BOUNDARY PLATE
BOUNDARY POST
BOUNDARY STONE
DUTY BOUNDARY MARKER
   COAL DUTY BOUNDARY MARKER
   DUTY POST
BOUNDARY WALL
COUNTY BOUNDARY
FIELD BOUNDARY
FURLONG BOUNDARY
HUNDRED BOUNDARY
MANORIAL BOUNDARY
PARISH BOUNDARY
RANCH BOUNDARY
TOWNSHIP BOUNDARY
BRIDGE
   ACCOMMODATION BRIDGE
   ARCH BRIDGE
   BASCULE BRIDGE
   BEAM BRIDGE
   CLAPPER BRIDGE
   CABLE STAYED BRIDGE
   CANAL BRIDGE
   CAUSEWAY BRIDGE
   FOOTBRIDGE
   FORTIFIED BRIDGE
   GIRDER BRIDGE
   HALF THROUGH BRIDGE
   INHABITED BRIDGE
   MOVABLE BRIDGE
   BASCULE BRIDGE
   DRAWBRIDGE
   LIFT BRIDGE
   SWING BRIDGE
   TELESCOPIC BRIDGE
   TRANSPORTER BRIDGE
MULTI LEVEL BRIDGE
ORNAMENTAL BRIDGE
   ROCK BRIDGE
   SHELL BRIDGE
OVERBRIDGE
PACKHORSE BRIDGE
PIPELINE BRIDGE
PREFABRICATED BRIDGE
   BAILEY BRIDGE
RAILWAY BRIDGE
ROAD BRIDGE
ROVING BRIDGE
SLAB BRIDGE
MONUMENT <BY FORM>

SUSPENSION BRIDGE
TEMPORARY BRIDGE
   BAILEY BRIDGE
   PONTOON BRIDGE
THROUGH BRIDGE
TOLL BRIDGE
TOWING PATH BRIDGE
TRAMWAY BRIDGE
TRUSS BRIDGE
   CANTILEVER BRIDGE
UNDERBRIDGE
BROCH
CAIRN
   CAIRN ALIGNMENT
CASTLE
   ADULTERINE CASTLE
   ARTILLERY CASTLE
   CONCENTRIC CASTLE
   KEEP
       SHELL KEEP
       TOWER KEEP
   KEEP AND BAILEY CASTLE
   MOTTE
   MOTTE AND BAILEY
   QUADRANGULAR CASTLE
   RINGWORK
   RINGWORK AND BAILEY
   SIEGE CASTLE
CHARGING RAMP
COMPOSITE FRAMED BUILDING
CONCRETE FRAMED BUILDING
CRANE
   CANTILEVER CRANE
   COALING CRANE
   DERRICK
   FLOATING CRANE
   GANTRY CRANE
   HAND CRANE
   JIB CRANE
       FAIRBAIRN JIB CRANE
   LUFFING CRANE
   MOVING CRANE
       MOVING QUAY CRANE
   OVERHEAD CRANE
       TRAVELLING OVERHEAD CRANE
   QUAY CRANE
   STEAM CRANE
   TRAVELLING CRANE
       TRAVELLING OVERHEAD CRANE
   TREADWHEEL CRANE
   WALL CRANE
DITCH
   BOUNDARY DITCH
MONUMENT <BY FORM>

EARTHWORK
- BANK (EARTHWORK)
- RING BANK
- SCARP
- EMBANKMENT CROSS
- LINEAR EARTHWORK
- MULTIPLE DITCH SYSTEM

EMBANKMENT
- BANJO ENCLOSURE
- CAUSEWAYED ENCLOSURE
- CURVILINEAR ENCLOSURE
- CIRCULAR ENCLOSURE
- D SHAPED ENCLOSURE
- OVAL ENCLOSURE
- SPECTACLE ENCLOSURE
- SUB CIRCULAR ENCLOSURE
- DEFENDED ENCLOSURE
- DITCHED ENCLOSURE
- DOUBLE DITCHED ENCLOSURE
- PIT DEFINED ENCLOSURE
- RECTANGULAR ENCLOSURE
- RECTILINEAR ENCLOSURE
- GOAL POST ENCLOSURE
- POLYGONAL ENCLOSURE
- SQUARE ENCLOSURE
- TRAPEZOIDAL ENCLOSURE

RING ENCLOSURE
- STOCKADED ENCLOSURE
- SUBRECTANGULAR ENCLOSURE
- TOR ENCLOSURE

FACTORY
- ACETATE FACTORY
- AGRICULTURAL TOOL WORKS
- ARTIFICIAL LIMB FACTORY
- ASBESTOS FACTORY
- BANDAGE FACTORY
- BEDSTEAD WORKS
- BELTING WORKS
- BLACKING FACTORY
- BOTTLE WORKS
- BRUSH FACTORY
- CABLE INSULATION FACTORY
- CANDLE FACTORY
- CANVAS WORKS
- CARAVAN FACTORY
- CEMENT WORKS
- CHAIN WORKS
- CHEMICAL WORKS
- CHENILLE FACTORY
- CHINA FACTORY
CLOCK FACTORY
CLOTHING FACTORY
   COLLAR FACTORY
   SHIRT FACTORY
COTTAGE FACTORY
COTTON WASTE WORKS
CRUCIBLE FACTORY
CUTLERY WORKS
DYE WORKS
EDGE TOOL WORKS
ELECTRICAL GOODS FACTORY
ELECTRONICS FACTORY
ESSENCE FACTORY
FACTORY UNIT
FIBREGLASS WORKS
FIREFIGHTER FACTORY
FIREPLACE FACTORY
FIREFIGHTER FACTORY
FLAME RETARDANT MATERIAL FACTORY
FLOORCLOTH FACTORY
FOOD PROCESSING PLANT
   CEREAL FACTORY
   JAM FACTORY
FURNITURE FACTORY
GAS MASK FACTORY
GLASS WORKS
GLUE FACTORY
HARDWARE FACTORY
HORSEHAIR FACTORY
ICE WORKS
INK FACTORY
LAMINATE FLOOR FACTORY
LEATHER FACTORY
   CHAMOIS LEATHER WORKS
LINOLEUM FACTORY
LOCK FACTORY
LORINERY
MATCH FACTORY
MATTRESS FACTORY
METAL BOX FACTORY
METAL WORKS
   HAMMER MILL
MINERAL WATER FACTORY
MISSILE FACTORY
MODEL FACTORY
MUNITIONS FACTORY
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT FACTORY
   ORGAN FACTORY
   PIANO FACTORY
   VIOLIN FACTORY
NAIL FACTORY
NORTH LIGHT FACTORY
ORDNANCE FACTORY
ROYAL ORDNANCE FACTORY
PACKAGING EQUIPMENT FACTORY
PACKAGING FACTORY
PAINT FACTORY
PARCHMENT WORKS
PEN FACTORY
PIN FACTORY
PLASTICS FACTORY
POTTERY WORKS
TERRACOTTA WORKS
PRINTING WORKS
CALICO PRINTING WORKS
RIBBON FACTORY
RUBBER WORKS
SAFE FACTORY
SAFETY FUSE FACTORY
SOAP FACTORY
SOFT DRINKS FACTORY
SPORTS EQUIPMENT FACTORY
BILLIARD TABLE FACTORY
SWORD FACTORY
TALLOW FACTORY
TENEMENT FACTORY
TEXTILE MACHINERY WORKS
TOBACCO FACTORY
TOY FACTORY
TUFTING MACHINERY WORKS
TURPENTINE FACTORY
UMBRELLA AND CANE WORKS
UPHOLSTERY WORKS
VARNISH FACTORY
VEHICLE FACTORY
WALLPAPER FACTORY
WAR PRODUCTION FACTORY
SHADOW FACTORY
WATCH FACTORY
WAX FACTORY
WHISTLE FACTORY

FARMSTEAD

COURTYARD PLAN
LOOSE COURTYARD PLAN
LOOSE COURTYARD PLAN (FOUR SIDED)
LOOSE COURTYARD PLAN (ONE SIDED)
LOOSE COURTYARD PLAN (THREE SIDED)
LOOSE COURTYARD PLAN (TWO SIDED)
REGULAR COURTYARD PLAN
REGULAR COURTYARD E PLAN
REGULAR COURTYARD F PLAN
REGULAR COURTYARD FULL PLAN
REGULAR COURTYARD H PLAN
REGULAR COURTYARD L PLAN
REGULAR COURTYARD MULTI YARD
MONUMENT <BY FORM>

REGULAR COURTYARD T PLAN
REGULAR COURTYARD U PLAN
REGULAR COURTYARD Z PLAN

DISPERSED PLAN
DISPERSED CLUSTER PLAN
DISPERSED DRIFTWAY PLAN
DISPERSED MULTI YARD PLAN

L PLAN (HOUSE ATTACHED)
LINEAR PLAN
PARALLEL PLAN
ROW PLAN

FEATURE
LINEAR FEATURE
NATURAL FEATURE
CAVE
GEOLOGICAL MARKS
PALAEOCHANNEL
ROCK SHELTER
STONE
VITRIFIED STONE
SUBMERGED LANDSCAPE
SUBMARINE FOREST
SWALLOW HOLE
TREE THROW

WHEEL RUT
FINDSPOT
FIREBREAK
FIREPROOF BUILDING
FIREPROOF FACTORY

FLOOR
TESSELLATED FLOOR

FOOTPRINT
GATEWAY

HOUSE
AISLED HOUSE
QUASI AISLED HOUSE
SINGLE AISLED HOUSE

BASTLE (NON DEFENSIVE)
BUNGALOW
SEMI DETACHED BUNGALOW

CHALET
CHARTIST COLONY HOUSE

CLERICAL DWELLING
CLERGY HOUSE
MONASTIC DWELLING
PROVOSTS HOUSE

CORRODY HOUSE
COTTAGE ORNEE
COUNCIL HOUSE
COUNTRY HOUSE
COURTIERS HOUSE
COURTYARD HOUSE
CROSS PASSAGE HOUSE
DABBIN
DETACHED HOUSE
DOUBLE PILE HOUSE
DOWER HOUSE
ENGINEERS HOUSE
ESTATE COTTAGE
EXPERIMENTAL HOUSE
FARM LABOURERS COTTAGE
FARMHOUSE
FOREMANS HOUSE
FORTIFIED HOUSE
  BASTLE
  FORTIFIED MANOR HOUSE
  PELE TOWER
  TOWER HOUSE
GABLED HOUSE
  END GABLED HOUSE
  FRONT GABLED HOUSE
GREAT HOUSE
GUEST COTTAGE
HALL HOUSE
  AISLED HALL HOUSE
  AISLED HOUSE
  CROSS WING HOUSE
  DOUBLE ENDED HALL HOUSE
  END JETTY HOUSE
  FIRST FLOOR HALL HOUSE
  OPEN HALL HOUSE
  SINGLE ENDED HALL HOUSE
  WEALDEN HOUSE
    SINGLE ENDED WEALDEN HOUSE
HEALTH WORKERS HOUSE
HOUSEBOAT
INDUSTRIAL HOUSE
  APPRENTICE HOUSE
  CLOTH CUTTERS COTTAGE
  CLOTHIERS HOUSE
  COTTAGE FACTORY
  FOREMANS HOUSE
  FRAMEWORK KNITTERS COTTAGE
  GLOVERS COTTAGE
  HOSIERS COTTAGE
  LACEMAKERS COTTAGE
  LIMEHOUSE
  MILL HOUSE
  SMITHS COTTAGE
  WEAVERS COTTAGE
  WORKERS COTTAGE
LAIRDS HOUSE
LAITHE HOUSE
LOBBY ENTRY HOUSE
LONGHOUSE
LOW HOUSE
MANAGERS HOUSE
MANOR HOUSE
MANSION HOUSE
MARITIME HOUSE
COASTGUARDS COTTAGE
DOCK WORKERS COTTAGE
FISHERMANS HOUSE
LIFEBOATMANS COTTAGE
LIGHTKEEPERS HOUSE
MARINERS COTTAGE
MASTER ROPEMAKERS HOUSE
MASTER SHIPWRIGHTS HOUSE
NAVAL OFFICERS HOUSE
ORDNANCE STOREKEEPERS HOUSE
PIERMASTERS HOUSE
PORT ADMIRALS HOUSE
WHARFINGERS COTTAGE
MARSHMANS COTTAGE
MERCHANTS HOUSE
MINKA
OFFICIAL RESIDENCE
POLICE HOUSE
PREFABRICATED HOUSE
PRISON GOVERNORS HOUSE
RANGERS HOUSE
REGISTRARS HOUSE
ROUND HOUSE (DOMESTIC)
ROW HOUSE
GALLERIED ROW HOUSE
SEMI DETACHED HOUSE
SQUATTERS COTTAGE
STEWARDS HOUSE
STUDIO HOUSE
TELEGRAPH KEEPERS COTTAGE
TERRACED HOUSE
BACK TO BACK HOUSE
THROUGH BY LIGHT
BACK TO EARTH HOUSE
BLIND BACK HOUSE
HOUSE OVER HOUSE
TEXTILE WORKERS COTTAGE
TIMBER FRAMED HOUSE
BOX FRAME HOUSE
CRUCK HOUSE
BASE CRUCK HOUSE
JETTIED HOUSE
CONTINUOUS JETTY HOUSE
END JETTY HOUSE
WEALDEN HOUSE
SINGLE ENDED WEALDEN HOUSE
TOFT
TOWN HOUSE
TRANSPORT WORKERS HOUSE
   BRIDGE KEEPERS COTTAGE
   CANAL WORKERS COTTAGE
   CHAUFFEURS FLAT
   COACHMANS COTTAGE
   CROSSING KEEPERS COTTAGE
   FERRY KEEPERS COTTAGE
   FORD KEEPERS COTTAGE
   INCLINE KEEPERS COTTAGE
   LENGTHMANS COTTAGE
   LIGHT KEEPERS HOUSE
   LOCK KEEPERS COTTAGE
   RAILWAY WORKERS COTTAGE
   SIGNALMANS COTTAGE
   STATION MASTERS HOUSE
   TOLL HOUSE
   WHARFINGERS COTTAGE
TREASURERS HOUSE
VERDERERS COTTAGE
VERGERS COTTAGE
VILLA
WATERWORKS COTTAGE
WELL KEEPERS COTTAGE
INSULA
KILN
   BOTTLE KILN
   BRICK KILN
   BRINE KILN
   BYPRODUCT RECOVERY OVEN
   CALCINER
   CALCINING KILN
   CHICORY KILN
   CHOPWOOD KILN
   CIRCULAR KILN
   CLAMP KILN
   CLAY PIPE KILN
   COCKLE KILN
   COKE OVEN
   DOWNDRAUGHT KILN
   DRYING KILN
   ELLING HEARTH
   HOFFMANN KILN
   HOP KILN
   HORIZONTAL KILN
   LIME KILN
   CLAMP LIME KILN
   DRAW KILN
   FLARE KILN
   MALT KILN
   OASTHOUSE
   OCTAGONAL KILN
   POTASH KILN
MONUMENT <BY FORM>  

POTTERY KILN  
Q PIT  
ROTARY KILN  
SCOTCH KILN  
SHAFT KILN  
SPLIT SHAFT KILN  
SODA KILN  
TUNNEL KILN  
UPDRAUGHT KILN  
LINEAR SYSTEM  
MACULA  
MARKER CAIRN  
TRI RADIAL CAIRN  
METAL FRAMED BUILDING  
MOUND  
ARTIFICIAL MOUND  
PROSPECT MOUND  
BOUNDARY MOUND  
BURNT MOUND  
GALLOWS MOUND  
KERBED MOUND  
LONG MOUND  
MONUMENTAL MOUND  
PILLOW MOUND  
TREE MOUND  
WINDMILL MOUND  
MULTI STOREY MILL  
NORTH LIGHT SHED  
PALISADE  
PLATFORM  
BUILDING PLATFORM  
BARN PLATFORM  
HOUSE PLATFORM  
HUT PLATFORM  
CIRCULAR PLATFORM  
ROSTRUM  
THEATRE STANDING  
PORTAL FRAMED SHED  
POST BUILT STRUCTURE  
PREFABRICATED BUILDING  
PREFABRICATED CLASSROOM  
PREFABRICATED HOUSE  
RING DITCH  
ROCKWORK  
ROUND TOWERED CHURCH  
SHED MILL  
SHELTER  
CATTLE SHELTER  
FERRY CROSSING SHELTER  
LABOURERS SHELTER  
TIMBER FRAMED BUILDING  
JACKABLE TIMBER FRAMED BUILDING  
JETTIED BUILDING
MONUMENT <BY FORM>  

CLASS LIST

JETTIED HOUSE
  CONTINUOUS JETTY HOUSE
  END JETTY HOUSE
  WEALDEN HOUSE
  SINGLE ENDED WEALDEN HOUSE
TIMBER FRAMED BARN
  CRUCK BARN
TIMBER FRAMED HOUSE
  BOX FRAME HOUSE
  CRUCK HOUSE
  BASE CRUCK HOUSE
  JETTIED HOUSE
  CONTINUOUS JETTY HOUSE
  END JETTY HOUSE
  WEALDEN HOUSE
  SINGLE ENDED WEALDEN HOUSE
WINDMILL
  HORIZONTAL AIR MILL
  POST MILL
  HOLLOW POST MILL
  SMOCK MILL
  TOWER MILL
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY CENTRE
AMPHITHEATRE
ANIMAL DWELLING
ANIMAL CAGE
ANIMAL HOUSE
AQUARIUM
AVIARY
BEAR ENCLOSURE
CAMEL HOUSE
DOLPHINARIUM
ELEPHANT HOUSE
GIRAFFE HOUSE
HIPPOPOTAMUS HOUSE
INSECT HOUSE
KENNELS
LLAMA HOUSE
PARROT HOUSE
PEACOCK HOUSE
PENGUIN POOL
PIGEON CREE
PRIMATE HOUSE
REPTILE HOUSE
RHINOCEROS HOUSE
SEA LION POOL
LEMUR ENCLOSURE
WILD CAT ENCLOSURE
ZOO
CHILDRENS ZOO
ART AND EDUCATION VENUE
ART GALLERY
ARTS CENTRE
CAMERA OBSCURA
DIORAMA
EXHIBITION HALL
AGRICULTURAL HALL
HORTICULTURAL HALL
TRADE HALL
EXHIBITION PAVILION
INTERPRETATION CENTRE
LIBRARY
LENDING LIBRARY
PUBLIC LIBRARY
REFERENCE LIBRARY
MUSEUM
MICRARIUM
MUSEUM SHIP
PANORAMA
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
PLANETARIUM
STUDY CENTRE
ARTISTS STUDIO
ASSEMBLY ROOMS
BAITING PLACE
BADGER PIT
RECREATIONAL

BEAR PIT
BULL PIT
BULLRING
COCKPIT
BEACH HUT
BOATING LAKE
CAMPSITE
CARAVAN PARK
CHILDREN'S PLAYHOUSE
CINEMA
CIRCUS (RECREATIONAL)
CIRCUS (ROMAN)
CLUB
  COUNTRY CLUB
  FLYING CLUB
  GENTLEMEN'S CLUB
  GOLF CLUB
  LADIES CLUB
  POLITICAL CLUB
  ROWING CLUB
  SAILING CLUB
  SERVICES CLUB
  SOCIAL CLUB
  TENNIS CLUB
  WORKING MENS CLUB
  YOUTH CLUB
CLUBHOUSE
EATING AND DRINKING ESTABLISHMENT
  BANQUETING HOUSE
  BAR (LICENSED)
  BUFFET
  CAFE
    INTERNET CAFE
  CHOCOLATE HOUSE
  COFFEE BAR
  COFFEE HOUSE
  EATING HOUSE
  FISH AND CHIP SHOP
  ICE CREAM PARLOUR
LICENSED PREMISES
  BAR (LICENSED)
  BEER HOUSE
  GIN PALACE
  PUBLIC HOUSE
  WINE BAR
  PIE AND MASH SHOP
  PUBLIC HOUSE
    BEER GARDEN
    WINE LODGE
  REFRESHMENT PAVILION
  REFRESHMENT ROOMS
  RESTAURANT
    BRITISH RESTAURANT
RECREATIONAL

TAKE-AWAY
TEA GARDEN
TEA HOUSE
TEA ROOM
TEMPERANCE PUBLIC HOUSE
FAIR
FAIRGROUND RIDE
HELER SKELTER
ROLLER COASTER
FERRIS WHEEL
FIELD CENTRE
FISHERY
FISH GARTH
FISH LADDER
FISH LOCK
FISH TRAP
FISH WEIR
COASTAL FISH WEIR
FISHERY MOUND
FISHING LODGE
FUN HOUSE
GAMBLING SITE
AMUSEMENT ARCADE
BINGO HALL
CASINO
GAMING HOUSE
HAUNTED HOUSE
HEALTH ESTABLISHMENT
KURSAAL
PUMP ROOMS
SAUNA
RUSSIAN BATHS
SPA PAVILION
HIDE
HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION
YOUTH HOSTEL
HOLIDAY CENTRE
HOLIDAY CAMP
HUNTING SITE
DECOY POND
DEER COTE
DEER HOUSE
DEER LEAP
DEER PARK
DEER COURSE
DEER POUND
DEER TRAP
DEER SHELTER
DEER TRAP
FALCONRY
FOX COVERT
GAME COVERT
HUNT STANDING

CLASS LIST
HUNTING CLUB
HUNTING FOREST
HUNTING LODGE
KENNELS
PARK PALE
PHEASANTRY
SHOOTING STAND
MINIATURE GOLF COURSE
MUSIC SPEECH AND DANCE VENUE
  BALLROOM
  BANDSTAND
  CABARET
  CEREMONIAL PLATFORM
  CONCERT HALL
  DANCE HALL
  DANCE STUDIO
  DISCOTHEQUE
  JAZZ CLUB
  MUSIC HALL
  MUSIC ROOM
  NIGHTCLUB
  OPERA HOUSE
  RHYTHM AND BLUES CLUB
  THEATRE
    INN THEATRE
    OPEN AIR THEATRE
    OUTDOOR PLAYHOUSE
  THEATRE STANDING
  OBSERVATION TOWER
  ORGAN BLOWING CHAMBER
  PIER PAVILION
  PLAIN AN GWARRY
  PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
  PLAYGROUND SHELTER
  PLEASURE PIER
  RECREATION CENTRE
  RECREATIONAL HALL
  MEETING HALL
    BRITISH LEGION HALL
    FREEMASONS HALL
    ODDFELLOWS HALL
    SECULAR HALL
    TEMPERANCE HALL
    TRADES UNION HALL
  RIDE
  SCOREBOARD
  SCOUT HUT
  SEASIDE PAVILION
  SHOWGROUND
  SOFT PLAY AREA
  SPORTS SITE
  ARCHERY GROUND
  BALL SPORTS SITE
BASEBALL COURT
BASKETBALL COURT
BOWLING CLUB
BOWLING GREEN
CRICKET CENTRE
CRICKET PITCH
CROQUET LAWN
FIVES COURT
FOOTBALL PITCH
FOOTBALL TERRACE
GOLF COURSE
  GOLF BUNKER
  GOLF LINKS
HOCKEY PITCH
NETBALL COURT
PELOTA COURT
PETANQUE TERRAIN
POLO FIELD
PUTTING GREEN
RUGBY PITCH
BUTTS
  ARCHERY BUTTS
  RIFLE BUTTS
CHANGING ROOMS
CLIMBING WALL
CURLING POND
DIVING PLATFORM
DIVING POOL
FIRING RANGE
  ARTILLERY FIRING RANGE
  ANTI TANK GUNNERY RANGE
  FIRING RANGE BLOCKHOUSE
  NAVAL GUNNERY RANGE
  TARGET RANGE
  TARGET RAILWAY
YARD MARKER
HOPSCOTCH COURT
HORSE EXERCISE RING
HORSE RUBBING HOUSE
LIDO
PAINTBALLING SITE
QUINTAIN
RACING SPORTS SITE
  ATHLETICS TRACK
  DOG RACING TRACK
  GREYHOUND STADIUM
  HORSE MEASURING SLAB
  RACE TRACK
    VELODROME
RACECOURSE
RACECOURSE PAVILION
RACING CIRCUIT
RACING STABLE
SPEEDWAY TRACK
STARTING GATE
RACKET SPORTS SITE
  BADMINTON COURT
  RACQUETS COURT
  REAL TENNIS COURT
  SQUASH COURT
  TENNIS COURT
RECREATION GROUND
  ALL WEATHER PITCH
  AMUSEMENT PARK
  CHILDRENS PLAYGROUND
  PLAYING FIELD
SPORTS GROUND
  CRICKET GROUND
  FOOTBALL GROUND
  QUOITS GROUND
  RUGBY FOOTBALL GROUND
TOURNAMENT FIELD
RIDING SCHOOL
SKATEPARK
SPORTS BUILDING
  BILLIARD HALL
  BOWLING ALLEY
  BOXING ARENA
  BOXING CLUB
  COMMENTARY TOWER
  CROQUET SHED
  FENCING SCHOOL
  GRANDSTAND
  GYMNASIUM (SPORTS)
  HANDBALL WALL
  RACECOURSE PAVILION
  SKATING RINK
  SKITTLE ALLEY
  SNOOKER HALL
  SPORTS CENTRE
    CRICKET CENTRE
  SPORTS PAVILION
    BOWLING GREEN PAVILION
    CRICKET PAVILION
  TILTYARD TOWER
STADIUM
SWIMMING POOL
  INDOOR SWIMMING POOL
  OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL
TILTYARD
UNDERWATER DIVING FEATURE
WATER CHUTE
WRESTLING RING
TELESCOPE (TERRESTRIAL)
TOTALISATOR
TRIM TRAIL
VIEWING TERRACE
VISITORS CENTRE (LEISURE)
WATER SPORTS CENTRE
WINTER GARDEN
AGAPEMONE
ALMONRY
ALMSHOUSE
ALTAR
AMPHITHEATRE
BAPTISTERY
BELL TOWER
   CURFEW BELL TOWER
BET TAHARA
BIER HOUSE
CALVARY
CATHEDRAL PRECINCT
CAUSEWAYED RING DITCH
CEMETERY LODGE
CHAPTER HOUSE
CHURCH ARMY HOUSE
CLOISTER
CLOISTER GARTH
COFFIN REST
   COFFIN STONE
COLLEGE OF SECULAR PRIESTS
   CHANTRY COLLEGE
   COLLEGE OF THE VICARS CHORAL
CONSIORTORY COURT
CORONATION STONE
COVE
CROSS
   BOUNDARY CROSS
   CELTIC CROSS
   ELEANOR CROSS
   HIGH CROSS
   MARKET CROSS
   PREACHING CROSS
   TOWN CROSS
   VILLAGE CROSS
   WAYMARKER CROSS
   WAYSIDE CROSS
CROSS INCISED STONE
CURSUS
DHARMA HALL
ECCLESIASTICAL OFFICE
FOGOU
FONT
FUNERARY SITE
BARROW
   BANK BARROW
   CHAMBERED BARROW
      CHAMBERED LONG BARROW
      CHAMBERED ROUND BARROW
   D SHAPED BARROW
   LONG BARROW
      CHAMBERED LONG BARROW
      OVAL BARROW
   POND BARROW
RING BARROW
ROUND BARROW
   BELL BARROW
   BELL DISC BARROW
   BOWL BARROW
   CHAMBERED ROUND BARROW
   DISC BARROW
   PLATFORM BARROW
   SAUCER BARROW
   SQUARE BARROW
BURIAL
   ANIMAL BURIAL
   BED BURIAL
   BOG BURIAL
   CART BURIAL
   CASKET BURIAL
   CHARCOAL BURIAL
   CREMATION BURIAL
   DEVIAN BURIAL
   GYPSUM BURIAL
   INHUMATION
      CONTRACTED INHUMATION
      CROUCHED INHUMATION
      EXTENDED INHUMATION
      FLEXED INHUMATION
   SHIP BURIAL
   TILE BURIAL
BURIAL CAIRN
   CHAMBERED CAIRN
      CHAMBERED LONG CAIRN
      CHAMBERED ROUND CAIRN
   LONG CAIRN
      CHAMBERED LONG CAIRN
   PLATFORM CAIRN
   RING CAIRN
   ROUND CAIRN
      CAIRN CIRCLE
      CHAMBERED ROUND CAIRN
      KERB CAIRN
      KERB CIRCLE
   SQUARE CAIRN
BURIAL PIT
   ANIMAL BURIAL PIT
   CHARNEl PIT
   CREMATION PIT
   MASS GRAVE
   PLAGUE PIT
BURIAL VAULT
   FAMILY VAULT
   CATACOMB (FUNERARY)
CEMETERY
   BARROW CEMETERY
CAIRN CEMETERY
CREMATION CEMETERY
   ENCLOSED CREMATION CEMETERY
   URNFIELD
INHUMATION CEMETERY
   ANIMAL CEMETERY
   CHOLERA BURIAL GROUND
   CIST Grave CEMETERY
   EASTERN ORTHODOX CEMETERY
   HUGUENOT BURIAL GROUND
   JEWISH CEMETERY
   MILITARY CEMETERY
   MUSLIM CEMETERY
   NONCONFORMIST CEMETERY
      BAPTIST BURIAL GROUND
      FRIENDS BURIAL GROUND
   PLAGUE CEMETERY
   ROMAN CATHOLIC CEMETERY
MIXED CEMETERY
   CHURCHYARD
WALLED CEMETERY
CHAMBERED TOMB
   CHAMBERED BARROW
      CHAMBERED LONG BARROW
      CHAMBERED ROUND BARROW
   CHAMBERED CAIRN
      CHAMBERED LONG CAIRN
      CHAMBERED ROUND CAIRN
   ENTRANCE GRAVE
   PASSAGE GRAVE
   PORTAL DOLMEN
CIST
   LINTEL GRAVE
COFFIN
   SARCOPHAGUS
   TREE TRUNK COFFIN
COLUMBARIUM
CORPSE REST
CREMATION
   CINERARY URN
CREMATORIUM
   ANIMAL CREMATORIUM
CRYPT
EXCARNATION PLATFORM
FUNERAL PYRE
FUNERARY BUILDING
   CHARNEL HOUSE
   HEARSE HOUSE
   MAUSOLEUM
FUNERARY ENCLOSURE
GRAVE
   CHAMBERED GRAVE
CREMATION GRAVE
LINTEL GRAVE
PIILLOW STONE
ROCK CUT GRAVE
SHIPWRECK GRAVE
GRAVE MARKER
CASKET TOMB
GRAVE SLAB
CROSS SLAB
GRAVEBOARD
GRAVESTONE
MATZEVAH
ASHKENAZI MATZEVAH
SEPHARDI MATZEVAH
HOGBACK STONE
HUMAN REMAINS
LONG MOUND
MONUMENTAL CHAMBER
MORT SAFE
MORTUARY ENCLOSURE
MORTUARY HOUSE
OSSUARY
POOR SOULS LIGHT
RECEPTION HOUSE
SHEMOT
TOMB
ALTAR TOMB
ANIMAL TOMB
CANOPIED TOMB
CHATTRI
CHEST TOMB
TABLE TOMB
TOMBSTONE
GARDEN OF REST
BABY GARDEN
GRAVE LINING
GRAVESIDE SHELTER
GUEST HOUSE
HENGE
HENGE ENCLOSURE
HENGIFORM MONUMENT
HERMITAGE (RELIGIOUS)
HILL FIGURE
HOLED STONE
HOLY WELL
HOSPITAL
ACCIDENT HOSPITAL
ADMISSION HOSPITAL
CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL
COTTAGE HOSPITAL
DAY HOSPITAL
GENERAL HOSPITAL
HYDROPATHIC INSTITUTE
INCURABLES HOSPITAL
INEBRIATE REFORMATORY
LEPER HOSPITAL
MILITARY HOSPITAL
ROYAL AIR FORCE HOSPITAL
ROYAL NAVAL HOSPITAL
SANATORIUM
SEAMENS HOSPITAL
SUBSCRIPTION HOSPITAL
TEACHING HOSPITAL
UNDERGROUND HOSPITAL
INSCRIBED STONE
JEZERICAN CLEANING ROOM
JEZERICAN RITUAL BATH
KERBED BOULDER
LYCH GATE
MAYPOLE
MAZE
PENITENCE MAZE
MISSION HALL
SEAMENS MISSION
MONASTIC PRECINCT
MONUMENTAL MOUND
OGHAM STONE
OHEL
ORGAN BLOWING CHAMBER
PAGODA
PISCINA
PIT ALIGNMENT
EMBANKED PIT ALIGNMENT
PIT CIRCLE
PLACE OF WORSHIP
BET HAMIDRASH
CATHEDRAL
ANGLICAN CATHEDRAL
EASTERN ORTHODOX CATHEDRAL
ROMAN CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL
SECULAR CATHEDRAL
CHAPEL
ANGLICAN CHAPEL
BRIDGE CHAPEL
CAUSEWAY CHAPEL
CEMETERY CHAPEL
CHANTRY CHAPEL
CHAPEL OF EASE
COLLEGIATE CHAPEL
DOMESTIC CHAPEL
FUNERAL CHAPEL
GALILEE
GUILD CHAPEL
LADY CHAPEL
LORDS CHAPEL
MANORIAL CHAPEL
MILITARY CHAPEL
MORTUARY CHAPEL
NONCONFORMIST CHAPEL
BAPTIST CHAPEL
  GENERAL BAPTIST CHAPEL
  NEW CONNEXION OF GENERAL BAPTISTS CHAPEL
  PARTICULAR BAPTIST CHAPEL
  STRICT BAPTIST CHAPEL
CHRISTADELPHIAN CHAPEL
CONGREGATIONAL CHAPEL
  UNITED REFORMED CHURCH
DEPENDENT CHAPEL
INGHAMITE CHAPEL
METHODIST CHAPEL
  BIBLE CHRISTIAN CHAPEL
  CALVINISTIC METHODIST CHAPEL
  CHURCH OF PECULIAR PEOPLE
  COUNTESS OF HUNTINGDONS CHAPEL
  INDEPENDENT METHODIST CHAPEL
  METHODIST NEW CONNEXION CHAPEL
  METHODIST REFORM CHAPEL
  PRIMITIVE METHODIST CHAPEL
  PROTESTANT METHODIST CHAPEL
  UNITED METHODIST CHAPEL
  UNITED METHODIST FREE CHAPEL
  WESLEYAN ASSOCIATION CHAPEL
  WESLEYAN METHODIST CHAPEL
  WESLEYAN REFORM UNION CHAPEL
MORAVIAN CHAPEL
PRESBYTERIAN CHAPEL
  PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF WALES CHAPEL
  SCOTTISH PRESBYTERIAN CHAPEL
SANDEMANIAN CHAPEL
SWEDENBORGIAN CHAPEL
UNITARIAN CHAPEL
PRISON CHAPEL
PRIVATE CHAPEL
  ROYAL CHAPEL
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHAPEL
WAYSIDE CHAPEL
WELL CHAPEL
CHURCH
  ANGLICAN CHURCH
  BASILICAN CHURCH
  COLLEGIATE CHURCH
  FORTIFIED CHURCH
  HOSPITALLERS CHURCH
  MISSION CHURCH
NONCONFORMIST CHURCH
  CATHOLIC APOSTOLIC CHURCH
  CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
HUGUENOT CHURCH
LUTHERAN CHURCH
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISTS CHAPEL
SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
ORTHODOX CHURCH
EASTERN ORTHODOX CHURCH
GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH
ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
SERBIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PARISH CHURCH
PENTECOSTALIST CHURCH
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
ROUND TOWERED CHURCH
SEAMENS CHURCH
TEMPLARS CHURCH
MINSTER
MORMON TEMPLE
MOSQUE
JANAZGAH
NONCONFORMIST MEETING HOUSE
BRETHREN MEETING HOUSE
EXCLUSIVE BRETHREN MEETING HOUSE
OPEN BRETHREN MEETING HOUSE
FRIENDS MEETING HOUSE
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES MEETING HOUSE
SALVATION ARMY HALL
PREACHING PIT
SUCCAH
SYNAGOGUE
TEMPLE
BUDDHIST TEMPLE
HINDU TEMPLE
JAIN TEMPLE
MITHRAEUM
SIKH TEMPLE
DARBAR SAHIB
PLAIN AN GWARRY
PRIEST HOLE
RECUMBENT STONE
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION CENTRE
RELIGIOUS HOUSE
ABBAY
CAMERA
HOSPITALLERS CAMERA
TEMPLARS CAMERA
CELL
ALIEN CELL
AUGUSTINIAN ALIEN CELL
BENEDICTINE ALIEN CELL
CISTERCIAN ALIEN CELL
PREMONSTRATENSIAN ALIEN CELL
TIRONIAN ALIEN CELL
ANCHORESSSES CELL
ANCHORITE CELL
AUGUSTINIAN CELL
BENEDICTINE CELL
CISTERCIAN CELL
CLUNIAC CELL
GILBERTINE CELL
PREMONSTRATENSIAN CELL
SAVIGNIAC CELL

COURERY
DOMUS CONVERSORUM

DOUBLE HOUSE
AUGUSTINIAN DOUBLE HOUSE
BENEDICTINE DOUBLE HOUSE
BRIDGETTINE DOUBLE HOUSE
FONTENVRAULTINE DOUBLE HOUSE
GILBERTINE DOUBLE HOUSE

FRIARY
AUGUSTINIAN FRIARY
CARMELITE FRIARY
DOMINICAN FRIARY
FRANCISCAN FRIARY
FRIARY OF CRUTCHED FRIARS
FRIARY OF FRIARS OF THE SACK
FRIARY OF PIED FRIARS
SERVITE FRIARY

GRANGE
AUGUSTINIAN GRANGE
BENEDICTINE GRANGE
BRIDGETTINE GRANGE
CARTHUSIAN GRANGE
CISTERCIAN GRANGE
CLUNIAC GRANGE
GILBERTINE GRANGE
PREMONSTRATENSIAN GRANGE
TEMPLARS GRANGE
TIRONIAN GRANGE

MISSION
MONASTERY
ANGLICAN MONASTERY
AUGUSTINIAN MONASTERY
BENEDICTINE MONASTERY
BONHOMMES MONASTERY
BUDDHIST MONASTERY
CARTHUSIAN MONASTERY
CISTERCIAN MONASTERY
CLUNIAC MONASTERY
GILBERTINE MONASTERY
GRANDMONTINE MONASTERY
PREMONSTRATENSIAN MONASTERY
SAVIGNIAC MONASTERY
TIRONIAN MONASTERY
TRINITARIAN MONASTERY
NUNNERY
ANGLICAN NUNNERY
AUGUSTINIAN NUNNERY
BENEDICTINE NUNNERY
BRIDGITTINE NUNNERY
CARMELITE NUNNERY
CISTERCIAN NUNNERY
CLUNIAC NUNNERY
DOMINICAN NUNNERY
FRANCISCAN NUNNERY
GILBERTINE NUNNERY
PREMONSTRATENSIAN NUNNERY
ROMAN CATHOLIC NUNNERY
SERVITE NUNNERY
SISTERS OF ST JOHN NUNNERY
PRECEPTORY
HOSPITALLERS PRECEPTORY
TEMPLARS PRECEPTORY
PRIORY
ALIEN PRIORY
RETREAT
RITUAL PIT
RITUAL SHAFT
ROCK ART
ROCK CARVING
CUP AND RING MARKED STONE
CUP MARKED STONE
ROCK PAINTING
RUNE STONE
SACRISTY
SANCTUARY
SEDILIA BUILDING
SHEILA NA GIG
SHRINE
SLYPE
STANDING STONE
TRILITHON
STATIONAL MONUMENT
STOCKADED ENCLOSURE
STONE ALIGNMENT
STONE CIRCLE
EMBANKED STONE CIRCLE
FOUR POSTER STONE CIRCLE
RECUMBENT STONE CIRCLE
STONE SETTING
STONE COVE
STOUP
SYNODAL HALL
TIMBER CIRCLE
TOR CAIRN
VESTRY
VIERECKSCHANZEN
AIR TRANSPORT SITE
AIR TERMINAL
TERMINAL BUILDING
AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE UNIT
AIRCRAFT PICKETING POINT
AIRCRAFT STORAGE FACILITY
HANGAR
AIRCRAFT HANGAR
AEROPLANE REPAIR SECTION SHED
AEROPLANE TWIN SHED
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TRANSPORTABLE)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE S)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE T)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE T1)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE T2)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE T3)
BELLMAN AIRCRAFT HANGAR
BESSIONNEAU AIRCRAFT HANGAR
BLISTER AIRCRAFT HANGAR
CALLENDER HANGAR
CALLENDER HAMILTON HANGAR
FROMSON HANGAR
FROMSON MASSILLON HANGAR
MAIN HANGAR
PENTAD HANGAR
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE A)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE A1)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE A2)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE B)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE B1)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE B2)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE C)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE D)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE E)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE J)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE K)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE L)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE VR1)
AIRCRAFT HANGAR (TYPE VR2)
BARRAGE BALLOON HANGAR
BELFAST TRUSS AIRCRAFT HANGAR
BUTLER COMBAT HANGAR
GENERAL SERVICE AEROPLANE REPAIR SHED
GENERAL SERVICE AEROPLANE SHED
GENERAL SERVICE FLIGHT SHED
GENERAL SERVICE SHED
HARDENED AIRCRAFT SHELTER
HINAIDI AIRCRAFT SHED
LAMELLA AIRCRAFT HANGAR
ROBIN AIRCRAFT HANGAR
ROYAL FLYING CORPS AIRCRAFT HANGAR
RFC SIDE OPENING AIRCRAFT HANGAR
SEAPLANE SHED
TRANSPORT

AIRFIELD
- EMERGENCY LANDING GROUND
- MILITARY AIRFIELD
  - LANDING CIRCLE
  - ROYAL NAVAL AIR STATION

AIRPORT
- CIVIL AIRPORT
- AIRSHIP MOORING MAST
- AIRSHIP STATION
- CONTROL TOWER
  - BOMBER STATION CONTROL TOWER (294/45)
  - CHIEF INSTRUCTORS BLOCK (5740/36)
  - DUTY PILOTS OFFICE (2072/26)
  - ROYAL NAVAL AIR STATION CONTROL TOWER
- WATCH OFFICE
  - BOMBER SATELLITE STATION WATCH OFFICE
    - WATCH OFFICE (13726/41)
  - FIGHTER SATELLITE STATION WATCH OFFICE
    - WATCH OFFICE (14383/40)
    - WATCH OFFICE (17658/40)
    - WATCH OFFICE (18441/40)
    - WATCH OFFICE (3156/41)
  - NIGHT FIGHTER STATION WATCH OFFICE
    - WATCH OFFICE (15684/41)
  - TRAINING SCHOOL WATCH OFFICE
    - TRAINING SCHOOL WATCH OFFICE (641/41)
    - WATCH OFFICE (1072/26)
    - WATCH OFFICE (12779/41)
    - WATCH OFFICE (1597/27)
    - WATCH OFFICE (1959/34)
    - WATCH OFFICE (1960/34)
    - WATCH OFFICE (207/36)
    - WATCH OFFICE (343/43)
    - WATCH OFFICE (4698/43)
  - WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION
    - WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (2328/39)
    - WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (2423/39)
    - WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (518/40)
    - WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (5845/39)
    - WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (8936/40)
  - WATCH OFFICE WITH OPERATIONS ROOM
    - WATCH OFFICE WITH OPS ROOM (13079/41)

SEAPLANE SHED (TYPE F)
SEAPLANE SHED (TYPE G)
SEAPLANE SHED (TYPE J)
SUPER ROBINS HANGAR
SUPER ROBINS HANGAR (TYPE A)
AIRSHIP HANGAR
WIND SCREEN

SEAPLANE SHED (TYPE F)
SEAPLANE SHED (TYPE G)
SEAPLANE SHED (TYPE J)
SUPER ROBINS HANGAR
SUPER ROBINS HANGAR (TYPE A)
AIRSHIP HANGAR
WIND SCREEN

AIRFIELD
- EMERGENCY LANDING GROUND
- MILITARY AIRFIELD
  - LANDING CIRCLE
  - ROYAL NAVAL AIR STATION

AIRPORT
- CIVIL AIRPORT
- AIRSHIP MOORING MAST
- AIRSHIP STATION
- CONTROL TOWER
  - BOMBER STATION CONTROL TOWER (294/45)
  - CHIEF INSTRUCTORS BLOCK (5740/36)
  - DUTY PILOTS OFFICE (2072/26)
  - ROYAL NAVAL AIR STATION CONTROL TOWER
- WATCH OFFICE
  - BOMBER SATELLITE STATION WATCH OFFICE
    - WATCH OFFICE (13726/41)
  - FIGHTER SATELLITE STATION WATCH OFFICE
    - WATCH OFFICE (14383/40)
    - WATCH OFFICE (17658/40)
    - WATCH OFFICE (18441/40)
    - WATCH OFFICE (3156/41)
  - NIGHT FIGHTER STATION WATCH OFFICE
    - WATCH OFFICE (15684/41)
  - TRAINING SCHOOL WATCH OFFICE
    - TRAINING SCHOOL WATCH OFFICE (641/41)
    - WATCH OFFICE (1072/26)
    - WATCH OFFICE (12779/41)
    - WATCH OFFICE (1597/27)
    - WATCH OFFICE (1959/34)
    - WATCH OFFICE (1960/34)
    - WATCH OFFICE (207/36)
    - WATCH OFFICE (343/43)
    - WATCH OFFICE (4698/43)
  - WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION
    - WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (2328/39)
    - WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (2423/39)
    - WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (518/40)
    - WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (5845/39)
    - WATCH OFFICE WITH MET SECTION (8936/40)
  - WATCH OFFICE WITH OPERATIONS ROOM
    - WATCH OFFICE WITH OPS ROOM (13079/41)
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DOPE SHOP
FLYING BOAT STATION
FOG DISPERSAL PLANT
HELICOPTER LANDING PLATFORM
PERIMETER TRACK
RUNWAY
RUNWAY LIGHTING
SEAPLANE BASE
SEAPLANE MOORING
TAXIWAY
TEST HOUSE
ROCKET TEST FACILITY
BAGGAGE HALL
BRAKE HOUSE
BRIDGE

ACCOMMODATION BRIDGE
ARCH BRIDGE
BASCULE BRIDGE
BEAM BRIDGE
CLAPPER BRIDGE
CABLE STAYED BRIDGE
CANAL BRIDGE
CAUSEWAY BRIDGE
FOOTBRIDGE
FORTIFIED BRIDGE
GIRDER BRIDGE
HALF THROUGH BRIDGE
INHABITED BRIDGE
MOVABLE BRIDGE

BASCULE BRIDGE
DRAWBRIDGE
LIFT BRIDGE
SWING BRIDGE
TELESCOPIC BRIDGE
TRANSPORTER BRIDGE
MULTI LEVEL BRIDGE
ORNAMENTAL BRIDGE
OVERBRIDGE
PACKHORSE BRIDGE
PIPELINE BRIDGE
PREFABRICATED BRIDGE
BAILEY BRIDGE
RAILWAY BRIDGE
ROAD BRIDGE
ROVING BRIDGE
SLAB BRIDGE
SUSPENSION BRIDGE
TEMPORARY BRIDGE
BAILEY BRIDGE
TRANSPORT

PONTOON BRIDGE
THROUGH BRIDGE
TOLL BRIDGE
TOWING PATH BRIDGE
TRAMWAY BRIDGE
TRUSS BRIDGE
CANTILEVER BRIDGE
UNDERBRIDGE
CAPSTAN HOUSE
CATTLE DOCKS
CAUSEWAY
COAL DEPOT
CRANE HOUSE
CYCLE PATH
CYCLE LANE
FIRE ENGINE HOUSE
FIRE TENDER HOUSE
FIRE TENDER HOUSE (12563/40)
FIRE TENDER HOUSE (5342/42)
FUELLING STATION
INCLINED PLANE
CANAL INCLINED PLANE
RAILWAY INCLINED PLANE
LIFTING AND WINDING STRUCTURE
AERIAL LIFT
CABLEWAY
CAPSTAN
COAL DROP
CRANE
CANTILEVER CRANE
COALING CRANE
DERRICK
FLOATING CRANE
GANTRY CRANE
HAND CRANE
JIB CRANE
FAIRBAIRN JIB CRANE
LUFFING CRANE
MOVING CRANE
MOVING QUAY CRANE
OVERHEAD CRANE
TRAVELLING OVERHEAD CRANE
QUAY CRANE
FIXED QUAY CRANE
MOVING QUAY CRANE
STEAM CRANE
TRAVELLING CRANE
TRAVELLING OVERHEAD CRANE
TREADWHEEL CRANE
WALL CRANE
CRANEWHEEL
GANTRY
TRANSPORT

GRAIN ELEVATOR
HOIST
TEAGLE
LIFT
BOAT LIFT
CANAL LIFT
RAILWAY LIFT
WINCH
ELECTRIC WINCH
WINDING ENGINE
INCLINE WINDING ENGINE
LINKMANS HUT
MILE PLATE
MILEPOST
CANAL MILEPOST
MILESTONE
MILK DEPOT
MINERAL DEPOT
PATENT SLIP
PEDESTRIAN TRANSPORT SITE
FOOTBRIDGE
GANGWAY
PATH
FOOTPATH
GRAVEL PATH
PEDESTRIAN CROSSING
ZEBRA CROSSING
PEDESTRIAN TUNNEL
RIDGEWAY
STEPPING STONES
STEPS
LANDING STEPS
STILE
SUBWAY
RAILWAY CONTROL CENTRE
RAILWAY TRANSPORT SITE
ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAY ENGINE HOUSE
ENGINE SHED
GOODS SHED
GOODS STATION
GOODS YARD
HOLDING SHED
INLAND SORTING DEPOT
LEVEL CROSSING
AIRCRAFT LEVEL CROSSING
LEVEL CROSSING GATE
LEVEL CROSSING GATE HUT
LOCOMOTIVE DEPOT
MAIL BAG NET
MARSHALLING YARD
OVERBRIDGE
PLATFORM SHELTER
RAIL DEPOT
RAILWAY
    ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAY
    CLIFF RAILWAY
    COLLIER RAILWAY
    DOCKYARD RAILWAY
    FUNICULAR RAILWAY
    MINERAL RAILWAY
    MINIATURE RAILWAY
    UNDERGROUND RAILWAY
RAILWAY BRIDGE
RAILWAY BUFFET
RAILWAY BUILDING
RAILWAY CARRIAGE
RAILWAY CARRIAGE SHED
RAILWAY CUTTING
RAILWAY EMBANKMENT
RAILWAY HOTEL
RAILWAY INCLINED PLANE
RAILWAY JUNCTION
RAILWAY LIFT
RAILWAY LOOKOUT TOWER
RAILWAY OFFICE
RAILWAY PLATFORM
RAILWAY SIDING
RAILWAY SIGNAL
RAILWAY STABLE
RAILWAY STATION
    UNDERGROUND RAILWAY STATION
RAILWAY STOREHOUSE
RAILWAY SYSTEM
RAILWAY TUNNEL
    UNDERGROUND RAILWAY TUNNEL
RAILWAY TURN TABLE
RAILWAY VIADUCT
RAILWAY WORKS
ROUNDHOUSE (RAILWAY)
SIGNAL BOX
STATION CANOPY
STATION SIGN
TRAIN SHED
TRANSIT SHED
UNDERBRIDGE
WAGON SHED
REFUSE TRANSFER DEPOT
ROAD TRANSPORT SITE
    AMBULANCE GARAGE
    BICYCLE SHED
    BUS DEPOT
    BUS SHELTER
    BUS STATION
    CABMENS SHELTER
    CAR PARK
        MULTI STOREY CAR PARK
ROOF TOP CAR PARK
UNDERGROUND CAR PARK
CAR WASH
CARRIAGE HOUSE
   HEARSE HOUSE
CARRIERS PREMISES
CART LOADING BAY
CART SHED
CARTERS YARD
CLAPPER BRIDGE
COACH HOUSE
COACHING INN STABLE
CORPSE ROAD
DIRECTION STONE
FLYOVER
FORD
GARAGE
   MOTOR HOUSE
GOODS CLEARING HOUSE
HACKNEY STABLE
HORSE TROUGH
LANDMARK TOWER
MEWS
MOTOR TRANSPORT PARK
MOTOR VEHICLE TESTING TRACK
MOUNTING BLOCK
PACKHORSE BRIDGE
PACKHORSE SHELTER
PARKING METER
PETROL PUMP
PETROL STATION
PUT ON STONE
RAMP
   CAR RAMP
   CARRIAGE RAMP
   TANK RAMP
ROAD
   ALLEY
   APPROACH ROAD
   AVENUE (ROAD)
   COBBLED ROAD
   DROVE ROAD
   HOLLOW WAY
   MILITARY ROAD
   MOTORWAY
   PACKHORSE ROAD
   ROADWAY
      CARRIAGeway
      CYCLE LANE
      FLOATING ROADWAY
   TOLL ROAD
   TRACKWAY
BRIDLEWAY
RUTWAY
WOODEN ROAD
ROAD BRIDGE
ROAD JUNCTION
CROSSROADS
ROUNDABOUT
ROAD TRANSPORT DEPOT
ROAD TUNNEL
ROAD VIADUCT
ROADSIDE LIGHTHOUSE
SEDAN CHAIR LIFT
SERVICE STATION
SIGNPOST
FINGER POST
TAKE OFF STONE
TELEPHONE BOX
MOTORING TELEPHONE BOX
TERMINUS STONE
TETHERING POST
TOLL BOARD
TOLL BOUNDARY MARKER
TOLL BRIDGE
TOLL GATE
TOLL HOUSE
TRAMWAY TRANSPORT SITE
TRAM DEPOT
TRAM SHED
TRAM SHELTER
TRAM TRANSFORMER STATION
TRAM TURNTABLE
TRAMWAY
PLATEWAY
STREET TRAMWAY
WAGONWAY
TRAMWAY BRIDGE
TRAMWAY EMBANKMENT
TRAMWAY REVERSING TRIANGLE
TRAMWAY STABLE
TRAMWAY TUNNEL
TRAMWAY TUNNEL PORTAL
TRANSPORTER BRIDGE
TRAP HOUSE
TROLLEYBUS TURNTABLE
TURNING CIRCLE
UNDERPASS
VEHICLE DEPOT
VEHICLE REPAIR CENTRE
VEHICLE TESTING STATION
WAY MARKER
SAFETY RAMP
SLEDWAY
STABLE
  COACHING INN STABLE
  HACKNEY STABLE
  LIVERY STABLE
  MULTI STOREY STABLE
  RAILWAY STABLE
  TRAMWAY STABLE
SURVEY TOWER
TRANSPORT OFFICE
TRANSPORT TUNNEL
  CANAL TUNNEL
    TOWPATH TUNNEL
  HORSE TUNNEL
  PEDESTRIAN TUNNEL
  RAILWAY TUNNEL
    UNDERGROUND RAILWAY TUNNEL
  ROAD TUNNEL
  SUBAQUEOUS TUNNEL
  TRAMWAY TUNNEL
    UNDERGROUND RAILWAY TUNNEL
TRANSPORT WAREHOUSE
  CANAL WAREHOUSE
  RAILWAY WAREHOUSE
  SHIPPING WAREHOUSE
TRAVERSER
TUNNEL PORTAL
  CANAL TUNNEL PORTAL
  RAILWAY TUNNEL PORTAL
  ROAD TUNNEL PORTAL
  TRAMWAY TUNNEL PORTAL
VIADUCT
  RAILWAY VIADUCT
  ROAD VIADUCT
WAITING ROOM
WATER TRANSPORT SITE
  AQUEDUCT
  BALANCE BEAM
  BARGE BED
  BOAT HOUSE
  BOAT LIFT
  BOAT YARD
CANAL TRANSPORT SITE
  ACCOMMODATION BRIDGE
  CANAL
    MILITARY CANAL
    SHIP CANAL
  CANAL BASIN
  CANAL BOAT YARD
  CANAL BRIDGE
  CANAL DOCKYARD
  CANAL FEEDER
  CANAL GATEHOUSE
  CANAL INCLINED PLANE
TRANSPORT

DOCK
- CANAL JUNCTION
- CANAL LIFT
- CANAL LOCK
- CANAL MILEPOST
- CANAL OFFICE
- CANAL RESERVOIR
- CANAL SLUICE
- CANAL TUNNEL
  - TOWPATH TUNNEL
- CANAL WHARF
- HORSE PATH
- HORSE TUNNEL
- LOCK FLIGHT
- ROVING BRIDGE
- STOP GATE
- WINDING HOLE

DOCK
- CAMBER
- CANAL DOCK
  - GAUGING STATION
- DRAW DOCK
- DRY DOCK
- FLOATING DOCK
- HALF TIDE DOCK
- RIVER DOCK
- WET DOCK

DOCKYARD
- NAVAL DOCKYARD

FERRY CROSSING

GAUGE HOUSE

HARBOUR
- FLOATING HARBOUR

HARD

HORSE RECOVERY STEP

JETTY
- COAL JETTY

LANDING PIER

LANDING STAGE

LANDING STEPS

LOCK
- CANAL LOCK
- FLASH LOCK
- FLOOD LOCK
- GUILLOTINE LOCK
- JUNCTION LOCK
- POUND LOCK
- RIVER LOCK
- SEA LOCK
- STOP LOCK
- TIDAL LOCK

LOCK CHAMBER

LOCK GATE
LOCK SILL
MOORING BLOCK
MOORING BOLLARD
QUAY
RIVER NAVIGATION
SEA TERMINAL
  CONTAINER TERMINAL
  FERRY TERMINAL
  HOVERCRAFT TERMINAL
  OCEAN LINER TERMINAL
  TERMINAL BUILDING
SLIPWAY
STAIRCASE LOCK
STAITHE
STAUNCH
TIDAL DOOR
TIDE GAUGE
TOLL BOARD
TOW PATH
TOWING PATH BRIDGE
WATER GATE
WHARF
  CANAL WHARF
  GUN WHARF
  RIVER WHARF
WEIGH HOUSE
WEIGHBRIDGE
AIRCRAFT CRASH SITE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL FEATURE
BURIED LAND SURFACE
BURIED SOIL HORIZON
HEARTH
IMPACT CRATER
PIT
ASH PIT
FIRE PIT
LATRINE PIT
LIME SLAKING PIT
LYE PIT
SLAG PIT
PIT CLUSTER
POST HOLE
SITE
OCCUPATION SITE
STAKE HOLE
ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENT
FACADE
PINNACLE
PULPIT
BATTLEFIELD DEBRIS
BATTLEFIELD WRECKAGE
BEAM SLOT
BOMB CRATER
BOMB SITE
BUILDING
BUILDING COMPONENT
BASEMENT
CANTEEN
CELLAR
COLONNADE
COLUMN
CARYATID
CONTROL ROOM
EXCHEQUER
FUEL STORE
COAL SHED
PEAT STORE
HIDING PLACE
REFECTORY
REPOSITORY
JEWEL HOUSE
SPIRIT CELLAR
UNDERCROFT
VAULT
GATEHOUSE
GATEMANS HUT
HEATING PLANT
OFFICE
MILITARY OFFICE
ARMY OFFICE
SQUADRON OFFICE
OUTBUILDING
PORTABLE BUILDING
PORTERS LODGE
SHED
   ALLOTMENT SHED
   BAIT SHED
   WOOD SHED
STOREHOUSE
TOWER
   CLOCK TOWER
   GUARD TOWER
TOWER BLOCK
   BALCONY ACCESS BLOCK
   POINT BLOCK
   SLAB BLOCK
   DECK ACCESS BLOCK
TREASURY
CARGO
CARVED STONE
CONSTRUCTION DEBRIS
CONSTRUCTION TRENCH
   POST TRENCH
COUNTRY ESTATE
COVERED WAY
DECORATIVE SURFACE
   APOTROPAIC MARK
   CARVING
   GRAFFITI
   MASON'S MARK
   MOSAIC
   MURAL
   WALL PAINTING
DEMOLITION DEBRIS
DEPOT
   FOOD DEPOT
   FUEL DEPOT
   STORAGE DEPOT
FLOODLIGHT
FORECOURT
GATE GUARDIAN
GATE PIER
HARD STANDING
HOLLOW
IN SITU BURNT DEPOSIT
KERBSTONE
KNOCKING SLATE
LAND RECLAMATION
LAYER
   DEMOLITION LAYER
   OCCUPATION LAYER
MACHINE BED
MARKER POST
   FLOOD MARKER POST
MARKER STONE
CLAIM STONE
MEERSTONE
TURBARY STONE
MODEL
MORTAR CRATER
NON ANTIQUITY
NUCLEAR TEST SITE
OVEN
PAVEMENT
RAISED PAVEMENT
PENCIL SHARPENING STONE
PILE
PIPELINE
PORTAL
POST ALIGNMENT
PRECINCT
ROBBER TRENCH
ROCK CUT CHAMBER
RUBBING STONE
SEAT
SHAFT
FLUE
SERVICE SHAFT
VENTILATION SHAFT
SEWER VENTILATION PIPE
SIGN
FLOOD MARKER
SILO
SOCKETED STONE
STAKE ALIGNMENT
STAKE CIRCLE
STONE BLOCK
STORAGE FACILITY
ART STORAGE FACILITY
STORAGE BUILDING
STORAGE TANK
TAR TANK
STRUCTURE
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURE
TERRACED GROUND
TESTING TANK
TUNNEL
EMERGENCY EXIT TUNNEL
ESCAPE TUNNEL
TUNNEL CHAMBER
WEATHER VANE
YARD
COVERED YARD
BATH HOUSE
BATHS
  MINERAL BATHS
  SALT BATHS
  SLIPPER BATHS
  THERMAL BATHS
  TURKISH BATHS
CARRIAGE SPLASH
LAKE
  BOATING LAKE
  MARINE LAKE
  ORNAMENTAL LAKE
LAVATORIUM
MOAT
POND
  COOLING POND
  DECOY POND
  DEWPOOL
  DIPPING POND
  DUCK POND
  DUCKING POND
  FISHPOOL
  FURNACE POND
  HAMMER POND
  ICE POND
  LILY POND
  MAST POND
  MILL POND
  ORNAMENTAL BATH
  ORNAMENTAL POND
  PEN POND
  SWANNERY POND
  TIMBER POND
POND BAY
RAINWATER HEAD
SETTLING TANK
SPA
WATER DISPOSAL SITE
CESS PIT
  CESS POOL
FILTER BED
FILTER HOUSE
GARDEROBE
PRIVY HOUSE
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE
PUMPING STATION
  SEWAGE PUMPING STATION
SCREENS HOUSE
SEPTIC TANK
SEWAGE WORKS
SEWER
  OUTFALL SEWER
TOILET
  LATRINE PIT
WATER SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE

WATER REGULATION INSTALLATION

BALANCE BEAM
CONDUIT HEAD
CONDUIT HOUSE
CULVERT
DAM

ARCH DAM
BARRAGE
BUTTRESS DAM
MILL DAM
RIVER INTAKE
WEIR

TUMBLING WEIR

DOCK BASIN
DOCK GATE
DRAINAGE MILL
DRAINAGE SYSTEM
FLOOD DEFENCES

FLOOD RELIEF CANAL
GAUGE HOUSE
LOCK
LOCK CHAMBER
LOCK GATE
LOCK SILL
MANHOLE
PENSTOCK
PUMPING STATION

SEWAGE PUMPING STATION
WATER PUMPING STATION

RIVER DEFENCES
RIVER INTAKE GAUGE
SEWER INSPECTION CHAMBER
SLUICE

RIVER INTAKE
SLUICE GATE
SLUICE HOUSE
SOAKAWAY
SPILLWAY
TIDAL BASIN
TIDAL DOOR
TIDAL LOCK
TIDE GAUGE
TRAINING WALL (WATER REGULATION)

VALVE HOUSE
VALVE TOWER
WATER METER HOUSE

WATER STORAGE SITE

RESERVOIR

CANAL RESERVOIR
MILL LODGE
RESERVOIR INSPECTION CHAMBER
TROUGH

CATTLE TROUGH
DOG TROUGH
HORSE TROUGH
WATER POINT
WATER TANK
CISTERN
WATER TOWER
  WATER TOWER (1178/25)
  WATER TOWER (20/40)
  WATER TOWER (9526/41)
WELL
  COVERED WELL
  DIPPING WELL
  HOLY WELL
  PETRIFYING WELL
WELL COVER
WELL HEAD
WELL HOUSE
WATER SUPPLY SITE
DRINKING FOUNTAIN
EMERGENCY WATER SUPPLY
FOUNTAIN
  ORNAMENTAL FOUNTAIN
  SHELL FOUNTAIN
  TRICK FOUNTAIN
PUMP
  BRINE PUMP
  HAND PUMP
  WATER PUMP
  WAYSIDE PUMP
  WIND PUMP
PUMP HOUSE
PUMP ROOM
PUMPING STATION
  WATER PUMPING STATION
SPRING
WATER TAP
  VILLAGE TAP
WATERWORKS
WATERCOURSE
AQUEDUCT
CANAL
  MILITARY CANAL
  SHIP CANAL
CONDUIT
DRAIN
  CULVERT
  DRAINAGE DITCH
  DRAINAGE LEVEL
  FIELD DRAIN
  LAND IMPROVEMENT DRAIN
INVERTED SYPHON
MILL RACE
  HEAD RACE
TAIL RACE
SEWER
OUTFALL SEWER
STREAM
WATER CHANNEL
FEEDER CHANNEL
GULLY
LEAT
WATER PIPE
WATER TUNNEL